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Abstract
Quantifying the perceived difference in appearance between two surfaces is an important industrial problem that currently is solved through visual inspection. The field of
design has always employed trained experts to manually compare appearances to verify
manufacturing quality or match design intent. More recently, the advancement of 3D
printing is being held back by an inability to evaluate appearance tolerances. Much like
color science greatly accelerated the design of conventional printers, a computational
solution to the appearance difference problem would aid the development of advanced
3D printing technology. Past research has produced analytical expressions for restricted
versions of the problem by focusing on a single attribute like color or by requiring homogeneous materials. But the prediction of spatially-varying appearance differences is a far
more difficult problem because the domain is highly multi-dimensional.
This dissertation develops a computational framework for solving the general form
of the appearance comparison problem. To begin, a method-of-adjustment task is used to
measure the effects of surface structure on the overall perceived brightness of a material.
In the case considered, the spatial variations of an appearance are limited to shading
and highlights produced by height changes across its surface. All stimuli are rendered
using computer graphics techniques in order to be viewed virtually, thus increasing the
number of appearances evaluated per subject. Results suggest that an image-space model
of brightness is an accurate approximation, justifying the later image-based models that
address more general appearance evaluations.
Next, a visual search study is performed to measure the perceived uniformity of 3D
printed materials. This study creates a large dataset of realistic materials by using stateof-the-art material scanners to digitize numerous tiles 3D printed with with spatiallyvarying patterns in height, color, and shininess. After scanning, additional appearances
are created by modifying the reflectance descriptions of the tiles to produce variations
that cannot yet be physically manufactured with the same level of control. The visual
search task is shown to efficiently measure changes in appearance uniformity resulting
from these modifications.
A follow-up experiment augments the collected uniformity measurements from the visual search study. A forced-choice task measures the rate of change between two appearances by interpolating along curves defined in the high-dimensional appearance space.
iii

Repeated comparisons are controlled by a Bayesian process to efficiently find the just
noticeable difference thresholds between appearances. Gradients reconstructed from the
measured thresholds are used to estimate perceived distances between very similar appearances, something hard to measure directly with human subjects. A neural network
model is then trained to accurately predict uniformity from features extracted from the
non-uniform appearance and target uniform appearance images.
Finally, the computational framework for predicting general appearance differences
is fully developed. Relying on the previously generated 3D printed appearances, a crowdsourced ranking task is used to simultaneously measure the relative similarities of multiple stimuli against a reference appearance. Crowd-sourcing the perceptual data collection
allows the many complex interactions between bumpiness, color, glossiness, and pattern
to be evaluated efficiently. Generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling is used to
estimate a metric embedding that respects the collected appearance rankings. The embedding is sampled and used to train a deep convolutional neural network to predict the
perceived distance between two appearance images. While the learned model and experiments focus on 3D printed materials, the presented approaches can apply to arbitrary
material classes. The success of this computational approach creates a promising path for
future work in quantifying appearance differences.
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Chapter 1

I

A fundamental function of the human visual system is to perform appearance matching. In the simple case, this reduces to color matching, which has been widely studied
[Wyszecki et al. 1982a]. As popularized by Hunter, there are many more dimensions to
appearance than just color, such as glossiness, distinctness-of-image, haziness, and more
[Hunter et al. 1987]. All of these aspects are considered when performing a full appearance match between two materials. Appearance matching is used directly by material
designers, quality control analysts, and other professionals. They must carefully consider
these aspects of appearance under many different lighting and viewing conditions and
ensure that all design or quality goals are met for the materials. Appearance matching is
also the primitive component of material identification, which is learned quickly by developing humans by making visual comparisons in conjunction with other senses. By the
time we are adults, we can identify many material properties simply by visual inspection.
At the heart of this capability, though, is having a mechanism to compare and match the
color appearance of materials.
There are many dimensions that influence appearance. Color perception has been the
most well studied and is certainly an important part of characterizing appearance. However, appearance is far more complicated than flat color, and the entire spatially-varying
reflectance distribution of an object must be considered. The reflectance distribution provides much more than just color and is able to describe cloth, stone, metals, and plastics
that might all be the color labeled as ‘red’. Many real world materials, as humans recognize them, are actually composed of multiple reflectance distributions and their spatial
arrangement aids in our identification of them. Examples of this are interwoven fabrics,
1

or the small but visible stones embedded within a smoother concrete. The perceived color
of an object also depends on how it is illuminated, so relationships between appearances
are not necessarily constant across lighting environments.
The problem of identifying and matching materials and appearances is so tantalizing
because it is solved naturally by humans, yet a general computational solution remains
out of reach. On a daily basis we assess the materials we step on while walking to estimate
the slipperiness of the surface and adjust our gate. Similarly, prior to manipulating objects
we can accurately determine if it is slick or fragile and must be handled with care. These
judgments are built on years of accumulated stimuli and potentially evolution-driven priors. This ability extends to interpreting images–within reason–so binocular cues and eye
motion are not necessary for successfully matching materials. Images, in conjunction
with an unknown and complex neurological model, contain enough signal to allow for
material identification, segmentation, and object reconstruction.
This dissertation seeks to develop a computational framework for quantitatively predicting appearance matches. Predicting an appearance match is equivalent to identifying
when two disparate appearances have a perceived dissimilarity approaching zero. Past research has successfully described perceptually-based metric spaces that describe specific
appearance characteristics, such as color. Extending these results to complete appearance is non-trivial, especially when materials contain spatial variations that interact unpredictably with different lighting environments. The ability to predict spatially-varying
appearance differences is the next appearance science hurdle to be overcome. We demonstrate the effectivess of several human-subject studies that collect perceptual judgments
for spatially-varying appearances. Furthermore, the perceived measurements are used to
train a deep convolutional neural network to predict appearance differences. The resulting computational model is capable of accurately predicting distance relying solely on the
two input appearance images.
Section 1.1 describes how an appearance distance metric can be taken advantage of
within industrial design. Section 1.2 further motivates the pursuit of an appearance metric by considering the field of 3D printing, where such a tool will prove critical to the
development of printers that can produce high-quality and appealing objects. Section 1.3
briefly summarizes the nascent technologies that have only now enabled the pursuit of
this problem. Finally, Section 1.4 provides an overview of the rest of the dissertation.

2

1.1. Industrial Design

1.1 Industrial Design
While every person makes appearance judgments and matches every day, most of these
are crude identifications and comparisons. Professionals in manufacturing, industrial design, and tailoring, as well as artists, must make much more precise evaluations as part
of their jobs. Given their design constraints and goals, materials must pass some threshold of similarity under multiple viewing and lighting conditions. An absolute appearance
match requires both spatial variations and the reflectance distributions to match. This
criteria is suitable for quality control and certifying the output from manufacturers.
A compatibility appearance match uses a more artistic and intuitive judgment of appearance similarity specific to the application. Figure 1.1 highlights several examples of
compatible appearances chosen by designers. This is often seen in the interiors of automobiles where metals, plastics, and textiles are placed side by side. While material boundaries are clear, including texture and pattern differences, their apparent colors are highly
similar. Another variant of this matching task takes place in clothing design where fabrics
and stitches must look the same. Currently, making comparisons between manufactured
material samples that have spatially varying reflectance properties is a time-consuming
and expert intensive process, and there are no measurement devices or metrics available
to support this work.
By providing a distance function, the applications described above can rely on quantitative measurements reflecting human perception instead of the qualitative evaluations
of experts. Appearance matching to either implement quality control or ensure design
intent can be achieved by using a suitably low acceptance threshold when considering
the distance function’s values. Compatibility matching and other more complicated design decisions can be made by minimizing the distance function while constraining cost
or material choice.

1.2 3D Printing
Additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, represents a critical collaboration opportunity for
appearance perception research. In the past, color science and 2D color printing operated
hand-in-hand to improve the understanding of color and the quality of printers. The primary application was to develop and control the printer itself: is it working consistently
3

1.2. 3D Printing
A: Automotive Design
Photos of several car interiors displaying multiple materials with varying degrees of
matching appearance, providing consistent impressions even though gloss and texture
may differ.

B: Apparel Design
Example of appearance matching between Nike shoes. In the first row, colors reasonably match across different material types and mesh patterns. In the second row,
patterns can create distinct regions while maintaining a consistent appearance.

Figure 1.1: Examples of appearance matching in several industries. Photo credit: Gary Meyer.
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1.3. Enabling Technology
and accurately reproducing the intended images. If not, what appearance attribute needs
to change in order to fix or improve it. 3D printing is still developing but has a far more
extended appearance gamut compared to 2D printers. These new reproduction devices
provide control over mesoscale structure and surface curvature in addition to growing
capabilities to print spatially-varying color, reflectance properties, and even material.
With such control over the possible appearance, it is important to have an objective
function that can determine how well the printed object matches the designed, digital object. The equivalent analogy to 2D printing is ensuring a photo looks as accurate on paper
as it did on a monitor. In addition to intentional complex appearance manipulations, the
current generation of 3D printers frequently introduce visible artifacts. This is particularly true when hardware researchers and engineers are developing prototype printers. A
defect seen in almost every printed object appears as discrete layers or stair-steps along
curved regions of an object; these result from the limited resolution of the printer along a
particular axis. Other printer technologies that rely on temperature or fusing of material
can create inconsistent regions due to lack of thermal control.
While the physical and chemical processes that produce these artifacts vary, they almost universally manifest as small random or patterned deviations in surface structure
and color. Later in this dissertation, the concept of appearance uniformity is developed
to quantify the perception of these artifacts. Appearance uniformity is a useful problem
to analyze on the road towards a general appearance metric. While simpler than a general appearance metric, it still requires handling spatially-varying reflectance, and any
solution can be immediately impactful in the development of higher-quality 3D printers.

1.3 Enabling Technology
Appearance and its perception has been studied for years and is critically responsible
for the research that defines how we interact with digital media. That being said, there
are open problems and aspects of appearance that are not as well-modeled. Four key
technologies that have developed and grown in maturity over the last two decades are
critical for the methods employed throughout this dissertation.
The field of computer graphics, and specifically rendering, has progressed to the point
where it is possible to synthesize photorealistic images that are indistinguishable from real
photographs. The film and video game industry has driven much of this advancement,
5

1.3. Enabling Technology
but the results have profound impacts for appearance researchers. The ability to rapidly
create realistic, virtual stimuli that can be evaluated on a display greatly improves the
efficiency of psychometric appearance research. Virtual descriptions of appearance can
be easily and consistently modified to create experimental variations, leading to more
controlled studies.
Driven by the need for realistic materials to render, the related domain of material
acquisition has rapidly progressed. There are numerous prototype and experimental devices used to acquire reflectance models for physical materials that can then be simulated
under new conditions. It is now possible to purchase ready-made scanners, broadening
the scope of who can measure and record materials. We make use of such a scanner to
create a dataset of rich 3D printed appearances that are evaluated across multiple human subject studies. The combination of 3D printing and material scanning enables rapid
evaluation of many unique but physically-based spatially-varying stimuli.
While the first two technologies enable the collection of spatially-varying perception judgments, challenges remain to meaningfully predict those judgments. The rise
of deep convolutional neural networks provides an answer to the perceptual complexity
that comes with spatial variations. Designed from the beginning to extract descriptive
and concise information from images, machine learning makes it possible to train an appearance metric that accurately matches the previously collected judgments. Although
deep neural networks suffer from a lack of transparency, it is extremely likely that a convenient analytic model for spatially-varying appearance perception does not exist, so the
learned approach provides great utility.
Last, platforms for crowd-sourcing have grown in popularity and are commonly accepted tools for research. These platforms frequently are used to study human-computer
interaction or to augment and improve the results of difficult tasks that require human
oversight. However, it has been demonstrated that crowd-sourcing can be effectively used
to study perception. Crowd-sourcing trades a controlled participation environment for
a far larger subject pool, and it parallelizes the data collection. This means that the necessary quantity of perceptual judgments can be collected sooner than with conventional
in-lab studies. Our last study relies on both crowd-sourcing and deep neural networks to
complete a spatially-varying appearance metric specialized to 3D printed materials.
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1.4 Outline
We present four different psychometric human-subject studies that make progressive use
of the four technologies described in Section 1.3. The first study uses the method-ofadjustment task to measure the effects of spatially-varying surface texture on perceived
brightness. It relies only on simulated materials and rendered imagery. The second study
employs visual search to directly measure dissimilarity between appearances, but, in this
case, the material representations used to render the stimuli were scans of real surfaces.
The third study uses a forced-choice comparison task to detect visual thresholds between
the previously scanned appearances. These just noticeable differences, along with the
data from the second study, are used to train a simple neural network to predict perceived uniformity. The fourth and final study relies on crowd-sourcing to rapidly collect
submissions to a ranking task: ordering a set of appearances by similarity to a reference.
A deep convolutional neural network is trained by first using the submitted rankings to
construct an embedding for the appearances using generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling [Agarwal et al. 2007]. The resulting metric space is sampled to produce
a densely spanning set of appearance pairs with differences derived from their coordinates’ Euclidean distance, which provides sufficient data to learn a predictive model. The
dissertation is outlined in detail below.
• Chapter 2: Reviews in detail the advances in rendering algorithms, material acquisition technology, and appearance perception that has provided the necessary
foundation for this dissertation. It includes a brief overview of shallow and deep
neural networks applied to the computer vision and image domain, and a summary
of recent crowd-sourced perceptual experiments.
• Chapter 3: Describes the first psychometric study we performed to evaluate
spatially-varying appearance. The study utilizes a method-of-adjustment task
to quickly measure perceived brightness for a bumpy surface. The patterns and
variations in surface structure are evaluated for any systematic effect on perceived
brightness. The study makes extensive use of modern rendering algorithms to
prepare stimuli.
• Chapter 4: Presents the second psychometric study that explores more realistic
spatially-varying appearances that were scanned from physically 3D printed tiles.
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A visual search task was used to measure the response time it took to find an appearance that had spatial variations within a field of uniform appearances (or vice
versa). The response time is inversely proportional to a perceptually linear dissimilarity between the target and distractor appearances. This research was pursued in
collaboration with HP Inc. Laboratories. In addition to the measured dissimilarities,
this study produced the 3D appearances used for the remaining two studies.
• Chapter 5: Reports the third study, which continued to explore appearance uniformity, using a methodology inspired by [Schrödinger 1920]’s line element theory
of color. It used a forced-choice comparison task with an adaptive Bayesian controller to identify just noticeable difference thresholds between appearances. The
gradient between appearances in a high-dimensional, abstract appearance space
was estimated from the measured thresholds, which was then used to train a shallow neural network. The neural network accurately predicts perceived appearance
uniformity using a fixed set of image features and out performs existing image comparison metrics.
• Chapter 6: Details the fourth crowd-sourced study that uses a ranking task where
subjects re-order appearances according to their visual similarity to a reference appearance. Each ranking provides many paired comparison constraints on the relative distances between the appearance images. A generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling algorithm is used to estimate a metric space that respects those
constraints. A deep convolutional neural network is trained to predict appearance
differences based on Euclidean distances calculated from the metric embedding. It
is shown to perform better than existing image comparison metrics and is capable
of generalizing to novel 3D printed materials.
• Chapter 7: Concludes with a review of the four perceptual studies and their individual contributions, and a discussion on how the developed techniques can be used
to produce a fully-generalized appearance metric powered by a deep convolutional
neural network.
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Chapter 2
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This dissertation builds upon many related fields, some of which have been studied for
over a century. The following sections present a survey of this literature covering topics
such as material representation and simulation, material acquisition, appearance perception, computer vision, and machine learning.
The background review presented is broken into three categories. Section 2.1 summarizes the concepts in physically-based rendering that allow us to virtually evaluate
realistic stimuli in our psychometric studies. Section 2.2 describes the advances in material scanning that we use to ensure our evaluated stimuli represent actual materials.
Finally, Section 2.3 reviews past appearance perception research and highlights the potential for applying machine-learned neural networks and crowd-sourced studies together
to address the challenges of spatially-varying appearance perception.

2.1 Physically-Based Rendering
In rendering, the goal is to convert a three dimensional description of a scene into a 2D
projected view of the scene from a specific vantage point. The scene is composed of
3D geometry describing the surfaces and objects that reflect or transmit light, and the
lights that provide the source illumination. The projection from three dimensions to two
dimensions often is simplified to match the behavior of a pinhole camera, although more
complex optical lenses can be simulated as well. While the projection itself is a relatively
simple matrix transformation, the simulation of light and the myriad interactions that it
has with the objects in the scene requires far more computational effort. As long as the
9
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scene description is physically plausible and the rendering computations respect the laws
of physics, the resulting image is photorealistic.
The theoretic solution to the rendering problem requires the evaluation of the rendering equation [Kajiya 1986], which describes the luminance along an outgoing direction
at a point on the surface as a multidimensional integral over the incoming luminance
weighted by how the surface scatters light. Stochastic Monte Carlo-based ray tracing algorithms can be used to efficiently approximate the integral. Sampling strategies based
on the surface reflectance or light distribution frequently improve rendered accuracy and
convergence rate. This dissertation does not develop novel rendering techniques, but
makes extensive use of the latest advancements to prepare our experimental stimuli. For
a full treatment, see [Pharr et al. 2010].
Since we rely on computer graphics to produce images of a material’s appearance, it is
necessary to discuss the representation of the material’s reflectance behavior. The bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF) [Nicodemus et al. 1977] is the most common
way of modeling the appearance of opaque materials. The BRDF is a four-dimensional
function that models the fraction of incident light scattered in an outgoing direction. A
parametric BRDF is a function that can be directly evaluated once the necessary parameters are provided. Examples include the [Phong 1975], [Cook et al. 1982], [Ward 1992],
and [Ashikhmin et al. 2000] reflectance functions. The Phong model was designed to
qualitatively behave like real world reflectance but remain computationally efficient. The
other three reflectance models are physically-based, meaning they respect properties such
as energy conservation and are often based on principled theories of the underlying microscopic structure of the material [Heitz 2014].
Parametric BRDFs are powerful ways of representing materials and are particularly
useful for real-time rendering with idealized light sources. A spatially-varying bidirectional reflectance distribution function (SVBRDF) [Mcallister 2002] defines a two dimensional array of parameter values for a specific reflectance function. A detailed and complex material can then be described by carefully selecting parameters over the surface of
an object; the process of automatically acquiring these parameter maps is described in
Section 2.2. For instance, the Lafortune BRDF was designed so that its parameters could
be easily fit to photographic appearance measurements [Lafortune et al. 1997]. It is also
possible to forgo analytic models of a BRDF and describe it via data. This data samples the
reflected luminance of a material from many different illumination directions and viewing
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positions. One of the most successful examples of this is the MERL BRDF database built
by [Matusik et al. 2003]. Data-driven BRDFs can model material reflectance distributions
very accurately and are only limited by the sampling resolution of the capture process.
Chapter 3 relies on completely synthetic surface descriptions to explore plausible
spatially-varying appearances. The stimuli images were created using the models just
described. Following the success of that work, we used the techniques in the following
section to measure and scan real materials to create a far-richer set of stimuli images in
Chapter 4. Additionally, those stimuli are further improved by using image-based lighting
to efficiently simulate a real-world environment [Debevec 1998; Green 2003].

2.2 Acquiring Realistic Materials
The physically-based reflectance models described previously are not always intuitive to
use. There is frequently a disconnect between a physical parameter’s value, or rate-ofchange, and the resulting perceived appearance. This poses a challenge to artists and
content creators that must provide proper values in order to simulate the expected reflectance of a material. While one solution is to transform the parameters into artistic or
intuitive domain [Burley 2012; Serrano et al. 2016], it is also possible to computationally
solve for the physical parameters that best describe a material. Material acquisition provides accurate models that automatically capture the subtle or minute scratches, scuffs,
and other spatial variations necessary for simulating realistic appearances.
Broadly speaking, material acquisition is the task of photographing or scanning an
object or material and then representing it digitally. Digitized materials can be edited
and simulated in new environments, and even placed on new shapes. A collection of
such scanned materials can be used to efficiently conduct perceptual experiments, using comparisons or evaluations of the rendered images as a proxy for their real-world
counterparts. Research into material acquisition has been substantial and many of the
advances have been in accuracy as well as methodology to reduce capture time. From
this trend, it is clear that objects, artifacts, and samples will be easily digitized in the near
future. Applications that operate on scanned materials, or perceptual experiments seeking improved realism, can take advantage of this acquisition convenience. The remainder
of this section reviews key results that highlight this trend in material acquisition.
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There are many approaches to fitting appearance models that offer trade-offs in acquisition time, complexity, capability, and robustness. Several of these will be highlighted
below. Polynomial texture mapping [Malzbender et al. 2001] is a simple and accessible method that relies on a fixed camera that records images of an object under varying
light directions. The reflectance function is fit to a biquadratic function that allows the
object to be re-lit from novel directions. Recent research has improved the underlying
model to better handle specular highlights and shadowing [Drew et al. 2012; Zhang and
Drew 2014]. Polynomial texture mapping has been most widely adopted in the cultural
heritage domain, where it used to acquire near planar objects such as paintings and bas
reliefs. Other forms of image-based rendering such as light fields [Buehler et al. 2001;
Davis et al. 2012; Levoy et al. 1996] or bidirectional texture functions [Dana et al. 1999;
Sattler et al. 2003] can be thought of as a form of material acquisition, but are not utilized
in this dissertation because they are less amenable to experimental manipulation.
The linear light scanner [Gardner et al. 2003] is an early and effective reflectometer
that moves a laser light linearly over a flat material sample. Given that the laser emits
a known spectrum of light, the spatially-varying BRDF and bump texture can be reconstructed from photographs taken at different laser positions. [Lensch et al. 2003] provides a good overview of the early reflectometry techniques, many of which rely on nonlinear optimization algorithms for parameter fitting. A more recent approach in [Tunwattanapong et al. 2013] uses a rapidly moving light source and long camera exposures
to illuminate an object under spherical harmonic patterns. This allows them to simultaneously reconstruct the shape, diffuse, and specular reflectance of an object very accurately.
It is even capable of capturing materials that exhibit thin-film interference. [Khungurn
et al. 2015] uses an image-based appearance matching function and gradient descent to
find parameters for fabric appearance models, which also include microfiber structures
that influence the visible reflectance.
These approaches are suitable for a lab setting where a device can be built and calibrated. It is easy to imagine that large companies, such as in the automotive industry, could afford the time and space to have such a scanning device. However, another
approach to material scanning is to use the now ubiquitous mobile phone to estimate
BRDF parameters from unstructured photographs [Ren et al. 2011; Riviere et al. 2015;
Thanikachalam et al. 2016]. Utilizing these accessible devices is a significant step towards
making material acquisition a convenient process. Continuing this trend, there have also
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been improvements in reflectometry algorithms using few or even single images [Aittala
et al. 2015; Lombardi et al. 2012b] and under unknown and general illumination [Lombardi
et al. 2012a].
Given all of the improvements to material acquisition techniques that target parametric BRDFs, it is clear that databases of real-world materials will be quickly converted to
a digital format. Indeed, this is one of the motivations behind X-Rite’s Total Appearance
Capture (TAC7).∗ It is a ready-made, easy-to-use physical material scanner that is marketed at design companies that both manage large databases of real samples and rely on
digital workflows for many of their products.

2.2.1 3D Printing
A range of additive manufacturing techniques have been developed over the last few
decades, such as fused deposition modeling (FDM), selective laser sintering (SLS), and
most recently multi-jet fusion (MJF). Additional approaches have been developed that
work with metals and ceramics, broadening the range of materials usable with 3D printing. 3D printing has already revolutionized industrial part manufacturing and prototyping, where the emphasis is on function, durability, and fast turnaround. It has also become
prominent with hobbyists and artists, and will eventually be useful for consumer products. In these domains, the appearance of the 3D printed object becomes paramount.
To that end, researchers have been advancing the appearance capabilities of 3D printers. A relatively simple extension to FDM printers is to make it two-toned [Hergel et al.
2014; Reiner et al. 2014], allowing a printed object to have separately colored regions or
even intermediate colors via half-toning. Full color 3D printing, where each voxel element can independently be colored, further improves upon the realism of the printed
object [Brunton et al. 2015], although this is currently limited to diffuse color only.
As 3D printing is used for more professional, consumer or appearance-oriented products, it will be necessary to improve print quality. Combining knowledge of human perception with additive manufacturing has led to noticeable improvements in visual quality.
Stair-stepping, or the visible layering of material planes, in the object is a common objectionable defect. [Wang, Chao, et al. 2015] uses a perceptual saliency model to control the
resolution of the printer to minimize the stair steps in complex areas while still minimiz∗

https://www.xrite.com/categories/appearance/tac7
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ing the overall print time. It is also possible to separate an object into multiple parts and
orient them so that each parts’ local structure better aligns with the printer’s coordinate
system [Wang, Zanni, et al. 2016], which can improve surface quality and smoothness.
Eventually printers will have the capability to print materials that exhibit a broad
range of reflectance profiles. The future of 3D printing represents a way to print and
manufacture full spatially-varying materials on arbitrary and curved surfaces. Reaching
that point requires a thorough understanding of how humans perceive the surfaces that
artists, designers, and engineers would like to print. In conjunction with the developing
acquisition techniques described above, 3D printed materials are a compelling and manageable subset of spatially-varying appearances to study. The TAC7 scanner is employed
in Chapter 4 to capture the reflectance parameters of 3D printed surfaces, which are then
manipulated and rendered to produce experimental stimuli for perception study.

2.3 Appearance Perception
The appearance of a material or object belongs to a very high dimensional space, especially with the presence of spatial variations. Before presenting our experiment and
neural network, we provide a brief discussion on perceptual appearance metrics.
Let 𝔸 represent the arbitrarily high-dimensional space of appearances. The physical
dimensions of this space can be grouped into two categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. For
a specific appearance, ∈ 𝔸, the notation I ( ) refers to its intrinsic parameters and
Ext( ) refers to its extrinsic parameter values. Figure 2.1 shows examples of spatiallyvarying intrinsic parameters and the specific extrinsic configuration used throughout this
dissertation.
Intrinsic appearance parameters (I ( )) describe the surface characteristics of the
material, such as its diffuse color, metallic-ness, shininess, translucency, and mesoscale
bumpy texture. The term material frequently refers to this set of intrinsic parameters. It
is important to note that a material is not necessarily homogeneous, but may have regular or unstructured spatial variations in any of the dimensions mentioned above. These
spatial variations are often critical to our understanding of a specific material, such as
wood, brushed metal, and textiles [Fleming 2014]. An SVBRFD is a compact and efficient
representation for the intrinsic appearance parameters of a material. However, for the
purposes of this discussion, the specific representation for a material is not critical.
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Intrinsic Parameters
Albedo

Roughness

Normal
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Lighting

Geometry

Figure 2.1: Intrinsic appearance parameters for a Ward SVBRDF, and extrinsic appearance parameters. The source of the intrinsic appearance parameters come from the TAC7 scanner described
in Section 2.2.

Extrinsic appearance parameters (Ext( )) are parameters that can change externally
from a material. The lighting environment [Fleming et al. 2003] and viewing position are
the most critical external influences on a material’s final appearance. The significance of
lighting environments on measured, real-world surfaces was evaluated firsthand when
we developed an approach to re-light reflectance transformation images [Ludwig and
Meyer 2015]. The direction, color, and intensity of light, and the direction to the eye with
respect to the surface normal, can have a pronounced effect on materials with specular
or translucent components. A common representation for illumination is an image-based
environment map [Debevec 1998], which describes the radiance arriving at a point from
all directions. A surface’s curvature and geometry also has significant impact on the
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perceived appearance of any material coating the surface [Havran et al. 2016; Vangorp
et al. 2007]. For the purposes of this dissertation, we consider geometry to belong to
Ext( ). However, when the material parameters come from a photogrammetric source,
the overall geometry could be considered intrinsic.

2.3.1 Perceptual Metrics
A perceptual appearance metric is a function from 𝔸2 → ℝ that resembles a mathematical metric or distance function. A metric is a function that is non-negative, evaluates
to 0 on identical inputs, is symmetric, and respects the triangle inequality [Arkhangelskii
et al. 1990]. A simple metric for appearance would be the Euclidean distance computed
using the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of two appearances. Such a physical metric
space does not necessarily lend itself to perceptually linear evaluation, as has been shown
with color [Sharma et al. 2004] and gloss [Pellacini et al. 2000]. A perceptual metric has
the additional constraint that it matches the perceived linearity as measured by human
subjects.
It is necessary for a perceptual metric to have relaxed constraints compared to a pure
metric function. For example, spectral metamers and colors within a discrimination ellipse [MacAdam 1942] invalidate the identity property. Symmetry is not satisfiable: both
the color Δ metric [Sharma et al. 2004] and the HDR visual difference predictor [Mantiuk, Myszkowski, et al. 2004] are not symmetric. Removing these conditions means a
perceptual appearance metric is closer to a pseudoquasimetric [Smyth 1987].
For a given real-world appearance, our perception of it is the stereoscopic impression
it makes on our visual system. The final impression is formed by the complex interaction of light in the scene, the surface’s reflectance and transmittance properties, and the
location of the viewer and the sensitivity functions of the viewer. Computer graphics
has been employed successfully in the past to collect perceptual judgments from images
made by rendering and simulating material appearance, such as by solving the classic
rendering equations [Kajiya 1986]. Such image-based evaluation is an approximation of
the real-world judgment and is frequently limited to a static, monoscopic image.
However, the efficiency this affords perceptual studies has made using images a popular method of research. Image-based evaluations have been used to study gloss [Ferwerda
et al. 2001; Pellacini et al. 2000; Wills et al. 2009], translucency [Gkioulekas et al. 2013],
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texture [Ludwig and Meyer 2017; Padilla et al. 2008; Qi et al. 2012], and cloth [Khungurn et al. 2015]. We continue this approximation in our study of spatially-varying appearances. Thus, a subject’s expected ( 𝑖 , 𝑗 ) response is proportional to the measured
(R( 𝑖 ), R( 𝑗 )), where R is a rendering operator that produces a 2D color image and is
a perceptual metric over images instead of appearance parameters. The operator R could
be a simulation of the appearance, a photograph produced by a camera’s sensor, or an
abstraction of the human visual system. The term, appearance image of , refers to the
result of R( ). For convenience, we refer to the appearance image approximation as the
appearance.
The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of appearance play an important role in the
definition of a perceptual metric. There is often an explicitly defined standard observer
that describes the viewing and lighting conditions of the experiment. Correct use of such
a metric requires the same extrinsic parameters for input appearances. In other work, the
extrinsic parameters are defined implicitly by the settings used to render the appearance
images used as stimuli. When deriving a perceptual metric for a specific appearance
dimension, such as color or gloss, constraints are imposed on the range of valid intrinsic
parameters. For instance, color is frequently studied with diffuse surfaces and glossiness
has relied on monochromatic stimuli [Ferwerda et al. 2001].
Due to the high dimensionality of the problem, the scientific approach has been to
address appearance dimensions in isolation. This has helped identify the logarithmic
scale for brightness in human perception and that tristimulus values are sufficient to
represent all perceivable colors. Wyszecki et al. provides a thorough overview of the
color science research from the early 20th century[Wyszecki et al. 1982a]. Research has
continued to examine the more advanced dimensions of material appearance. [Ferwerda et al. 2001] performed a study comparing objects rendered with different parametric
gloss levels, which allowed them to determine a perceptually linear transformation for
the specular exponent of the Ward BRDF. [Wills et al. 2009] improved upon the study
methodology used to construct the gloss space, relying on relative comparisons instead
of subject-specific judgments of glossiness. [Gkioulekas et al. 2013] performed a similar study targeting functional representations of transparency. Shape as it applies to
appearance perception has been studied in [Vangorp et al. 2007], which found that different geometries can drastically affect our ability to differentiate materials. [Havran et al.
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2016] sought to find optimal geometries for evaluating the overall appearance behavior
of a homogeneous BRDF.
Other studies have begun to examine the interaction effects between various appearance dimensions. In a manner similar to how shape can influence material perception,
the lighting environment can have a significant impact [Fleming et al. 2003]. Fores et
al. [Fores et al. 2012] identify a perceptual co-dependence between diffuse and specular
parameters of a BRDF. The effect of a surface’s bump texture on perceived gloss has also
been studied [Marlow et al. 2012; Padilla et al. 2008]. Chapter 3 presents our own initial
exploration into surface texture and brightness.
Likely at the heart of these effects is the imprecision of the human visual system.
The visual system has imperfect knowledge of illumination and must make assumptions
about shape and reflectance. It struggles to identify differences inconsistencies between
locally noisy regions and it cannot maintain perfect resolution or focus over the entire
field of view. Visual equivalence [Krivanek et al. 2010; Ramanarayanan et al. 2007] embraces these flaws in the visual system to estimate how similar images of a scene appear
when they undergo various transformations, such as distorting the illumination environment. While this research has been limited to these transformations, the concept of visual
equivalence extends to making full appearance comparisons because many experimental
manipulations may produce visually equivalent images.
All of the research reviewed here impose constraints on the valid intrinsic and extrinsic parameters on the way appearance is presented to subjects. Frequently, the surface
geometry, viewing conditions, and lighting conditions that materials are evaluated under
are limited to a single set of extrinsic parameters. The metrics, coordinate spaces, and
conclusions on appearance that they draw are dependent on these constraints. While it
is perfectly reasonable to make such constraints when performing a study, it is important
that they are not forgotten when the results are applied.
This has often been the case with the earliest of color science results. The color spaces
and color difference metrics developed have made very constrained assumptions about
how the colors were viewed: the colors are on perfectly diffuse materials, viewed under
a specific lighting spectrum at a fixed angle, and the color patch itself had a specific size.
While these assumptions might not affect the generality of the results, the perceptual color
spaces and metrics have frequently been applied as if they were universal truth because
there is no suitable alternative. While this dissertation does not solve the problem directly,
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the psychometric studies and image-based models presented in the later chapters provide
a powerful and flexible framework for creating specialized appearance metrics that match
specific intrinsic or extrinsic conditions.

2.3.2 Deep Neural Networks and Perception
In the past, analytic and mathematical functions could be developed to model specific aspects of appearance. Color could be described in terms of tristimulus values thereby capturing how the three color matching functions developed by CIE responded to a spectrum.
Linear and non-linear transformations of those coordinates result in the red, green, and
blue values that we consume daily in digital media. Similar transformations for physical
parameters modeling glossiness and translucency have also been discovered [Ferwerda
et al. 2001; Gkioulekas et al. 2013].
Given the dimensionality of spatially-varying appearance, we turn instead to machine
learning to develop a useful perceptual metric. Analytic neural networks [Hagan et al.
2014] have the capacity to accurately predict the behavior of arbitrary functions, if they
are suitably structured and trained. Neural networks are directed graphs where each node
has a parametric transfer function that transforms values passing through it. The incoming edges to a node, or the node’s inputs, are transformed by a weight matrix with an
optional bias, before being processed by the transfer function to produce output. The
outputs of nodes progress through the graph until the final output is resolved. The transfer function parameters, weights, and biases represent the free parameters of the neural
network that are optimized against a training set of inputs and expected outputs. Chapter 5 develops a shallow neural network that operates on hand-crafted features of the
appearance images to predict appearance uniformity judgments.
Deep convolutional neural networks (dCNN’s) are effectively much larger neural networks that treat entire images as inputs to the model. With the increased input dimensionality, dCNN’s have many more parameters to learn and thus require far more training
examples. To maintain efficiency, the networks are designed with a sparse architecture
that uses learned kernel matrices to compute convolutions of the image. Since the kernels are significantly smaller than the original images, the number of free parameters and
degree of connectivity within the image is maintained. Deep neural networks compute
a progression of convolutions to produce significantly smaller feature vectors, which are
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then processed by a more conventional neural network architecture to calculate the final
output. These intermediate image features are frequently more descriptive than handcrafted image features [Razavian et al. 2014]. Chapter 6 goes beyond our prior machine
learning perception model to design and train a dCNN capable of predicting complete
appearance differences for 3D printed materials.
The use of deep neural networks is inspired by their success in computer vision and
object-classification applications [Krizhevsky et al. 2012]. The field of computer vision
has often taken a more utilitarian approach to evaluating images, such as with the development of image-space texture features [Julesz 1981; Li and Shi 2010]. Within the realm
of appearance, deep neural networks have been designed and trained to classify objects
in an image [Krizhevsky et al. 2012], to identify a material class such as metal or plastic
[Weinmann et al. 2014], and even estimate SVBRDF parameters [Li, Dong, et al. 2017].
Most dCNN architectures target classification problems and thus only operate on a single
image; however, networks have been designed to handle multiple images. [Zagoruyko et
al. 2015] describe several such models to measure image similarity, including the Siamese
model where two instances of a conventional dCNN each operate on an input image before the paired features are combined into a final similarity score. Luckily it is not necessary to collect the thousands or millions of training examples needed to train a dCNN
from scratch. It is often possible to reuse already trained layers of a network and then
specialize the remaining parameters to a specific problem [Yosinski et al. 2014]. Transfer
learning, as it is called, is used later in this dissertation when training our dCNN metric.

2.3.3 Crowd-Sourcing Perception Studies
All of the appearance perception work reviewed in the next section used data collected
from controlled lab studies. As the stimuli increased in complexity to include different
light sources or multiple dimensions of appearance, the number of stimuli comparisons
that subjects were presented with quickly reached the thousands. Small pilot studies were
often used to test inter-subject consistency, and the bulk of the data featured little overlap
between subjects. Crowd-sourcing research studies have recently become an accepted
avenue for data collection, made popular by sites such as Mechanical Turk. Successful
studies have been done to evaluate web sites, tag images, and perform sentiment analysis
on text passages. It has also begun to be used as a tool for perceptual research.
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Crowd-sourced perception studies are not without their own challenges. [Gkioulekas
et al. 2013] reported data consistency and accuracy problems when attempting a crowdsourced study, and they went back to a lab study. Crowd-sourced studies have been used
successfully in computer vision literature to collect and evaluate texture and material data
sets. Examples include the OpenSurfaces texture dataset [Bell, Upchurch, et al. 2013],
realistic intrinsic images [Bell, Bala, et al. 2014], and texture descriptions [Cimpoi, Maji,
Kokkinos, Mohamed, et al. 2014]. These datasets are frequently used to then train deep
neural networks, which demand a vast corpus of examples to learn from [Bell, Upchurch,
et al. 2015; Cimpoi, Maji, Kokkinos, and Vedaldi 2016]
There have also been several studies that reviewed Mechanical Turk as a platform for
perception and graphical studies [Crump et al. 2013; Heer et al. 2010; Woods et al. 2015]
that were successful in replicating past research. Besides demonstrating that it is possible, they witnessed similar data quality issues as Gkiolekas until they corrected flaws in
methodology. Their final recommendations are to provide simpler tasks that can be easily
learned and explained. Initial poor quality could often be explained as subject confusion.
To improve how subjects learn, test questions with known answers are inserted so subjects receive immediate feedback. These questions are also useful for rejecting cheaters
attempting to game the system without actually performing the task.
Studying appearance through browser-based crowd-sourcing websites does place limitations on the nature of stimuli presented to subjects. Although technologies like WebGL
are becoming more and more common, it is not yet prevalent and powerful enough to
support interactive and animated appearance stimuli. Similarly, in-home virtual reality
headsets such as the OculusRift have not become ubiquitous, so stimuli cannot be viewed
in head-tracked stereo. For the time being, Mechanical Turk-type studies on appearance must continue to rely on static images that have been used in past perception work.
Even so, given the high dimensionality of spatially-varying appearance, we feel that a
promising way to approach data collection is through crowd-sourcing. After presenting
on smaller in-lab studies in next three chapters, Chapter 6 describes our crowd-sourced
study that is used to train our dCNN appearance metric.
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In this chapter we present a user study that examines numerous surface geometries that
are defined at the mesoscale: small enough to be considered indicative of the material
and not object geometry, but large enough to be visible from a distance with the naked
eye. Models of perceived brightness were compared against sparsely collected brightness
judgments from the study and used to densely compare many generated mesoscale surface
patterns. Averaging incoming luminance over a spatially-varying surface proved effective
at modeling brightness judgments. The effects of the mesoscale structure on perceived
brightness were not directly correlated to parameters such as shape, size, or depth of the
bumpy texture elements.
This study represents our first foray into studying the effects of spatial patterns on an
appearance attribute. Previous studies had largely assumed a relatively smooth surface,
in addition to the homogeneous microfacet reflectance model. The few that did investi1
gate texture focused on very specific patterns, such as Β noise [Padilla et al. 2008]. We
sought to evaluate a much wider range of spatial patterns to better understand what, if
any, impact such a pattern restriction might have on a study’s generalization. Additionally, we have chosen to evaluate the perceived brightness of these surfaces. There are
many aspects of appearance, ranging from brightness, lightness, color, glossiness, texture, apparent tactile roughness, and material makeup that can be inferred by the visual
system and are fundamental to daily interactions with the world [Fleming 2014]. We be†

Adapted from [Ludwig and Meyer 2016] and [Ludwig and Meyer 2017].
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gin with brightness for its relative simplicity and because it acts as a good foundation
before moving to more advanced appearance attributes.
We examine numerous surface geometry patterns and how subjects perceive their
brightness under different viewing and lighting conditions. The surface structures are
generated at the mesoscale, a scale above the microscopic that is well described by microfacet distributions and below the macroscopic scale that fundamentally influences the
overall shape of an object. Mesoscale surface patterns are interesting because they provide
small, but visible, cues as to lighting and shading while still frequently being identified
as part of a material (e.g. the ridges of stucco, coarseness of brick, and grains of certain
woods). The patterns may be random, produced naturally, or follow very regular forms
based on artistic design decisions. This last example is important because people can manufacture mesoscale patterns with much more ease than new paints or coatings, and such
patterns are frequently employed in product design to create signature looks or improved
haptic feel while maintaining appearance standards. These patterns are also used to mask
scratches and other surface damage that would be obvious on a smooth surface. Indeed,
the evaluated stimuli we created were inspired by our interactions with the automotive
industry where they design surface patterns at this scale for the interior of vehicles (see
Figure 1.1.A).
The mesoscale is somewhat subjective and dependent on the distance to the viewer.
For example, when examined up close, concrete and other building materials can have
visible non-smooth surfaces but at a distance it can be accurately described as a plane
with a reflectance model such as Oren-Nayar’s BRDF [Nayar et al. 1995]. The rule of
thumb that was applied to the surfaces generated in this study is that the mesoscale is just
large enough to produce visible patterns from shading but not so large that it significantly
alters the silhouette of the object. Unfortunately, the parameter space for surfaces patterns
at this scale is infinite; besides the shape elements in a pattern, the spatial dimensions
and resolution of the pattern can be increased infinitely. To help constrain the scope of
this study, we restrict the surface geometries to a set of parameterizable generators that
produce distinct pattern families.
In order to evaluate the effects of surface structure on brightness, two user studies
were performed to collect brightness judgments on a subset of the generate surfaces. This
data was compared against several hypothesized perceived brightness models, the most
accurate of which turned out to be simply averaging incoming luminance. This model
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was then used to calculate similarities between all generated surface patterns and embed
them in a metric space via multidimensional scaling. Several geometric variables of the
surface patterns were then correlated against the embedding’s dimensions to see if any
were tied to brightness perception.
The next section describes background work examining brightness and lightness perception in humans, material perception, and other related work from the psychophysics
and computer graphics communities. After that, the subsequent section describes the
process for generating multiple families of parameterized mesoscale surfaces and the experimental setup for the two user studies. This is followed by a results section covering
consistency and basic properties of the collected brightness judgments. Then, the analysis section compares the brightness models to the collected data to determine the most
successful, and applies that model to understanding the geometric influence on perceived
brightness. Lastly, we conclude with a summary of our work and a discussion on implications for future research into spatially-varying appearance.

3.1 Background
Brightness has often been studied alongside lightness. In the fields of psychophysics and
perception, brightness is defined as the perceived luminance of an object and lightness is
the apparent reflectance of the object [Arend 1993]. Within the color science field, these
terms have slightly different meanings, where brightness is the attribute of visual sensation where a region exhibits more or less light and lightness is the perceived brightness
relative to the brightness of a similarly illuminated “white”[Hunt et al. 2011; Wyszecki
et al. 1982b]. The two definitions of brightness are compatible with one another, while
the lightness definitions are not. However, since we are only concerned with brightness,
there will be no need to provide subjects with a reference white point or make judgments
of reflectance. Brightness and lightness have been studied in very synthetic scenarios
with 2D elements arranged as concentric annuli [Shapley et al. 1985], complex rectangular patterns [Arend and Spehar 1993], and designed to evoke depth relations [Schirillo et
al. 1990]. Additionally, past research has focused on flat or smooth patterns when judging
brightness and this work is the first to our knowledge to approach the spatially-varying
problem.
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We are interested in exploring brightness when the stimuli is a much more physically
accurate simulation of a 3D surface. Research has shown that realistic lighting can have an
impact on subjects’ abilities to identify gloss [Fleming et al. 2003]. Other work has shown
that perceived shape and depth can affect our interpretation of color [Bloj et al. 1999].
Given this, it is necessary to include the supporting scenery that assists in identifying
lighting and shading from texture.
Elements of this study have been inspired by the computer graphics and psychophysics experiments into the perception of glossiness. This body of work has
demonstrated the effectiveness of user studies comparing and matching rendered images [Ferwerda et al. 2001], and the impact that surface geometry variations can have on
the perception of surface properties [Marlow et al. 2012; Padilla et al. 2008; Qi et al. 2015].
Although the discovery that mesoscale surface structure affects how humans perceive
glossiness is significant, the geometry patterns have not been analyzed in a systematic
way. Several studies that have approached the subject have chosen arbitrary and distinct
1
structures and patterns ( 𝛽 noise or overlapping bubbles) leading to difficulties comparing
their results. Additionally one can argue that given the complexity of introducing visible
surface variations into a stimuli, a property such as gloss is perhaps too far-reaching
before understanding simpler traits.
To that end, we report our study designed to evaluate how humans interpret the
brightness of surfaces with visible roughness or structure that is still small enough to
be considered part of appearance and not geometry. We target brightness as it is one of
the most primitive of perceived quantities when viewing a surface. We examine numerous surface patterns to identify commonalities in how humans interpret surface geometry at this scale. A goal is to provide insight into future studies that consider perceived
spatially-varying appearances, as well as guidelines for interpreting past research involving mesoscale surface patterns.

3.2 Experiment
Our experiments were designed to serve two purposes: first, to see how consistently people judge the brightness of a surface with mesoscale patterns of shading; and second, to
see if there are trends across varieties of surface geometries. During the experiment, a
subject is presented with two copies of a scene side-by-side, as shown in Figure 3.1. On
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Figure 3.1: The experiment’s user interface presented to subjects. The slider along the bottom is
controlled by mouse movement and adjusts the brightness of the right pedestal.

the left presentation, the disc in the middle of the pillar displays a ray-traced surface with
mesoscale texture. The right presentation’s disc’s brightness is controlled by a slider. Subjects were tasked with adjusting the brightness until it best matched the overall brightness
of the complex surface on the left. A matching adjustment task was chosen to avoid the
pair-wise explosion that would occur if subjects were to compare patterns. Given the size
of surface pattern space considered, a comparison task was deemed inappropriate.
Once matched, as reported by the subject, the screen was cleared briefly before advancing to another trial with a different scene configuration. The matching task was
time-limited to 15 seconds. If this time was exceeded the trial was advanced automatically. This short time period encouraged measuring brightness of the overall pattern.
When longer or unlimited periods of time were given during pilot studies, subjects frequently attempted to match the unshadowed portion of the stimuli or tried to discount
lighting effects in other ways. The specific time window was chosen, based on the pilot
study performance, to be a short time that allowed subjects to complete the task while
also forcing them to perform our simpler task. Periodically subjects were given a short
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break to relieve fatigue. Prior to the experiment, all subjects were given a demonstration
of mesoscale surfaces in the real world using a molded plastic plaque from an automotive
company and then trained with the user interface.
Training consisted of performing the same adjustment task, but on surface patterns
not included in the actual study. A window of reasonable values was selected by the
authors, and visual feedback was provided if the subject’s matching attempt fell outside
of the window. All subjects consistently fell within the acceptable window by the end of
five training trials, many even on their first trial. Several had issues at the very beginning
of training while they became accustomed the 15-second time window.
Two user studies were performed; the studies were identical except for the selected
stimuli as described in the later section on stimuli sampling. Each study had twelve participants with no subject participating in both studies. Both studies had 8 female and 4
male subjects each. Subjects ranged in age from 18 to mid-60’s with normal or correctedto-normal vision and no reported visual impairments. The study was conducted in a darkened room on a single 24-inch Dell monitor in full screen with a resolution of 1920 × 1080;
the monitor was viewed at a distance of 60cm. The black point of the monitor was
0.0165 μW cm−2 and its white point was 25.00 μW cm−2 ; the gamma was measured and
calibrated but no color calibration was performed due to the monochromatic nature of
the tests. The viewing distance was chosen to correspond well to both the distance of the
camera in the simulations and the ad-hoc, arms’ length approach designers frequently
used when viewing physical samples. The stimuli, as described below, was tonemapped
to the display using Reinhard’s photographic operator [Reinhard et al. 2002].
We next describe our process for producing numerous parameterizable mesoscale surfaces, followed by a discussion of the overall stimulus presented to subjects, and lastly our
strategy for sparsely sampling the large number of scenes.

3.2.1 Mesoscale Surface Generation
Surface patterns were automatically generated using a variety of processes to achieve
a spread of patterns that ranged from completely regular patterns that might be manufactured to stochastic or natural patterns. This range includes the classes of surface
examined by past studies on the perception of gloss. Each surface generator was parameterized so that many variations could be produced while still having a cohesive structure.
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A: Rectangular stipples, B: Dotted stipples, with
with parameterized size, parameterized
radius,
spacing, and depth.
spacing, bubbliness, and
depth.

C: Thresholded Perlin
noise to evoke seminatural ridges.

D: Randomized rectangular stipples, as rectangular
stipples but with random
variation per stipple.

F: Perlin noise for a natural
roughness.

E: Randomized dotted stipples, as dotted but with
random variation per stipple.

Figure 3.2: Surface pattern classes generated as part of this study into mesoscale surface appearance.
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The patterns created are described in Figure 3.2. The patterns shown in Figure 3.2.C and
Figure 3.2.F feature irregular structure formed from Perlin noise [Perlin 1985].
Overall, 136 total surface patterns were generated by varying their available parameters to get a range of stipple sizes, elevations, and other properties. The size of elements
within the surfaces ranged from 1mm to 8mm, which given the scene stimuli parameters,
covered the targeted characteristic sizes for mesosuscale features.

3.2.2 Stimuli Design
Every generated surface pattern was rendered from sixteen view points and sixteen lighting directions, for a total of 256 × 136 = 34, 816 appearance images. Surface patterns were
lit and viewed from multiple directions so that any view or light direction dependence
on the perceived brightness could be detected. The height elevation of each surface was
applied to a plane. This was chosen over a more complex macroscale geometry to remove
any confounding factors caused by the shading gradients of the macro surface. The view
and lighting positions were distributed evenly over the hemisphere. The sixteen positions
were equivalent for views and lighting, the particular number chosen experimentally to
adequately sample the reflectance behavior of the mostly diffuse panel while avoiding an
unnecessary amount of simulation and stimuli image generation.
These images are presented in a relatively complex scene to provide improved depth
and lighting cues. This helps remove inversions in the interpretation of the bump patterns
and misinterpretations of the shadowing pattern as an albedo texture. Figure 3.1 displays
the scene the surfaces are placed within. The pedestal provides shading gradients and
casts a strong shadow to help the subject infer the light direction. The pedestal stands in
the center of a room with four differently colored walls, which alleviates the sense of the
object floating in space and helps the subject track where they are viewing from in each
trial.
The walls and floor are modeled with a perfectly diffuse material, while the mesoscale
surface is a plastic material modeled with the GGX distribution [Walter et al. 2007] and
parameters chosen to be similar to plastic sample plaques we have studied from industrial
designers. Specifically, the diffuse reflection coefficient was 0.55 and the width of the microfacet distribution function, which models roughness, was 0.153. The viewing position
variable affects the entire stimuli scene, which means each presentation can display the
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Four different views of a threshold noise surface under fixed lighting.

The same surface and four views, but under a different fixed lighting condition.

Figure 3.3: Closeup of stimuli scene presented to subjects, demonstrating shading, strong cast
shadows, and walls for context. The two rows show the same surface under different views and
lighting conditions.

pedestal or walls from a different point of view. Figure 3.3 shows close-up examples of
the stimuli, without the paired pedestal that displays the subject-controlled surface.
The light within the room is a 5500K temperature sphere approximately the size of a
light bulb and is placed according to the trial’s lighting condition. This relatively simple
lighting scenario allows changing the direction of the light to have a meaningful impact on
the surface appearance while remaining a plausible real-world configuration, such as an
indoor room with a bare light bulb. Although there is evidence that real-world, complex
environments help perceive glossiness of a material, because the chosen material of our
sample is not significantly specular this is less critical. By using a simpler light, we are able
to measure the baseline performance on the brightness judgment task before advancing
to more complex lighting scenarios in future work.
In summary, the 34, 816 appearance images are produced from 136 intrinsic parameter
configurations combined with 256 extrinsic parameter configurations. The intrinsic parameters are constrained to use a homogeneous microfacet reflectance model so that the
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only spatial variations are due to the mesoscale surface height variations. The extrinsic
parameter sets only vary viewing and lighting direction.

3.2.3 Scene Selection for Subjects
Even with the constraints imposed on pattern generation and limiting the scenes to sixteen views and lighting conditions, our dataset of rendered mesoscale surfaces consists
of 34,816 images. This is far too many to present to subjects in a reasonable time frame.
Instead we opt to do a semi-randomized sparse sampling of the surface patterns to maximize the number of geometries seen while ensuring reasonable repetition across subjects.
To that end, the two user studies conducted used different scene selection criteria while
otherwise following the exact same experimental procedure. The number of stimuli presented to each subject was constrained so they were guaranteed to complete in one hour,
based on the maximum time per presentation previously chosen.
In the first study, each subject was assigned a random subset of the generated surface
patterns. For each assigned pattern a random view or light was chosen and the sixteen
images matching that condition are included in the trial set for the subject. Additionally,
a noise-patterned surface (Figure 3.2.F) was evaluated in the fixed-view and fixed-lighting
conditions by every subject, for an additional 32 trials per subject. The noise pattern was
chosen for viewing by every subject because it has frequently been used in glossiness
perception studies. All selected trials for a subject were shuffled together to avoid ordering
adaptation. The shuffled block of trials was repeated three times to collected repeated
measures to test whether subjects were significantly changing their responses over time,
and to form a better estimate of their matched brightness. This first study captures data
for a single surface viewed by many subjects, as well as a sparse sampling of other surfaces
viewed by a single subject, all from multiple view and lighting directions.
The second study’s selection criteria was designed to complement the data acquired
from the first study. Half of the trials considered by a subject in the second study were
chosen from conditions previously seen by only a single subject. These conditions were
drawn randomly but were weighted towards view and light poses that had a higher perceived brightness variance. Preliminary analysis of the data showed that this higher variance within and between subjects’ measured brightness occurred when the light was oriented away from the normal of the stimuli plane and when the viewing direction ap31
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proached specular. The second half of trials for a subject relied on the same variancebased sampling to choose a view and light pose, but the surface pattern was drawn from
the set of patterns not previously seen in the first study. Like before all trials were repeated three times and shuffled. Unlike the first study, each selected set of trials was
presented to multiple subjects. This second study provides additional data to validate
the responses from the first study’s subjects and broadens the number of viewed surface
patterns.
In the next section we present and discuss the data gathered from these two studies.

3.3 Results
The goal of this experiment was to determine if the mesoscale surface pattern has a significant impact on our brightness judgments of the object. Prior to making any substantive
claims it is necessary to measure reliability and consistency of the data. The studies were
designed to have redundancy within a subject’s responses and across multiple subjects.
The results and analysis in the following sections consider three subsets of the collected
data.
The first subset are the responses to the trials shared by all subjects in the first study.
The surface pattern shown in these responses was a rough noise surface of the class described by Figure 3.2.F. Subjects evaluated the surface for all sixteen light directions (with
a single fixed view) and all sixteen viewing directions (with a single fixed light) for a total
of 31 poses. One light and view pose was present in both conditions. The second subset
of data contains the first and consists of all brightness judgments of stimuli presented to
at least three subjects. This includes trials from both the first and second studies. The
final data set is the totality of brightness judgments.
The next section presents analysis confirming that subjects consistently measured
brightness over multiple presentations. The within-subjects analysis uses the first subset
of data. The subsequent section analyzes the variability between subjects responses. The
between-subjects analysis uses the second set of data. The last results section analyzes
the distribution similarity between stimuli viewed or lit at the same angle as one another,
and also relies on the second set of data. The third set of data is used solely for the model
comparison in the analysis section.
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3.3.1 Within Subjects
To test whether or not subjects’ responses changed over time from the repeated measures,
an rANOVA–a one-way ANOVA grouped by the repeated measures–was performed for
the 31 shared scenarios viewed by 12 subjects. The null hypothesis of an rANOVA is
that there is no significant effect on response over time, i.e. the samples come from the
same distribution. The probability -value of a rANOVA test is used to reject this null
hypothesis when that value is below some fixed threshold, such as < 0.05. If rejected,
there is some detectable, statistically significant change in response over repeated trials.
Each of the 31 shared scenarios were analyzed with rANOVA separately–each having 3
repeated trials, with 12 samples in each–which provides a range of -values. The minimum -value is 0.104 and the maximum value is 0.997. After completing the second
user study, we extended the rANOVA analysis to all trials that had been seen by at least
three subjects (from the pool of 24 subjects). This amounted to 369 unique surface pattern and light/view combinations. Only 16 of these had rANOVA -values less than 0.05
but since they were viewed by only a few subjects it is likely noise from outliers. The
median -value over these 369 scenarios is 0.4833. Given this, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that subjects’ responses are unchanged over time. Or more simply, there was
no detectable change over in subject responses over time. Thus, we assume the responses
are from the same distribution and average them together to get a more accurate estimate
for each subjects’ reported brightness, which we use in the remaining analysis.

3.3.2 Between Subjects
Relative standard error (as a percentage) is used to quantify the consistency between
subjects. Only the 369 trial scenarios viewed by at least three subjects were considered.
Relative standard error is used so that errors can be compared across the different scenarios. The error was calculated over each scenario’s subject responses, after averaging over
each subject’s repeated measures, and measured against the sample mean. The distribution of error is shown in Figure 3.4 and is heavily skewed towards the lower end, with a
peak around 5%. This is a strong indication that subjects evaluate brightness in a consistent manner. Anecdotally it was reported that more trouble was had evaluating surfaces
that presented a mixture of very bright highlights combined with dark shadows. This is
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the relative standard error between subject responses.

Figure 3.5: Strong shadows and highlights
make it hard to judge overall brightness.

verified by the increased variance in responses for scenes at specular with a glancing light
angle. Figure 3.5 shows a view of one surface pattern that presents such a challenge.

3.3.3 Stimuli Distribution Similarity
This section looks at the collected results in terms of the similarity between brightness
judgment distributions of a surface’s stimuli imagery. Each surface has a total of 256
appearance images associated with it, from all combinations of 16 viewing and lighting
directions. However, there is substantial redundancy within the extrinsic parameters in
terms of viewing and lighting angle, if the orientation of the surface pattern is ignored.
These can be described by ⋅ and ⋅ , where refers to the geometric normal (stimuli
plane in this case), refers to the direction to the light, and is the half vector between
and the view direction. We will refer to this as the relative pose for a stimuli. For each
surface, the subject response distributions of its stimuli images can be grouped by their
relative pose. Within each relative pose group, it may not necessarily be the case that
subjects perceive brightness the same. This would be the case if the orientation of the
surface geometry with respect to or influenced the perceived brightness.
The inspiration for the relative pose comes from the field of computer graphics where
the two quantities, ⋅ and ⋅ , are often used to describe material reflectance models.
For lit regions, the value of ⋅ ranges from 0 to 1 where values close to 1 signify perfect
specular alignment; it is a function of both light and view position. The value of ⋅
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Figure 3.6: Distribution breakdown by relative pose coordinates derived from the extrinsic parameters for the rough noise surface used in the first study. Circle size corresponds with perceived
brightness, averaged across all responses within each group.

is a function only of light position and similarly ranges from 0 to 1, where larger values
correspond to more direct illumination.
The following figures help illustrate the relative pose data for a single surface and
the grouping of subject response distributions. Figure 3.6 shows the average perceived
brightness for each relative pose of an example surface. Figure 3.7 breaks the single value
at each coordinate into the average values for the stimuli images of the coordinate. Figure 3.8 further decomposes it into the full distribution of measured brightnesses from
subjects for each stimuli image at each relative pose coordinate. Note how the sizes of
the dots, which represent brightness, are very similar to each other within a relative pose
coordinate. This suggests that it is acceptable to collapse all measured data into the lowerdimensional relative pose space.
To confirm if this is the case, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used for each pair
of subject brightness distributions within a bin. The KS test can be used to determine
if two distributions are distinct for low -values. Our approach forms a matrix of values for the pair-wise comparisons, with = 1 along the diagonal. If any element of
this matrix has < 0.05 we consider that relative pose coordinate of the scene to be
inconsistent. Less than 2% of these bins exhibited inconsistencies and there was no trend
amongst those for a particular surface pattern or scene, so they are likely due to outliers.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution breakdown by relative pose coordinates derived from the extrinsic parameters for the rough noise surface used in the first study. Circle size corresponds with perceived
brightness, averaged across stimuli conditions within each group. Each color represents one of
the 256 extrinsic parameter configurations.
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Figure 3.8: Full subject response distribution arranged by relative pose coordinates derived from
the extrinsic parameters for the rough noise surface used in the first study. Circle size corresponds
with perceived brightness. Each color represents a unique stimuli image.
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The absolute orientation of surface geometry does not significantly impact brightness
judgments after factoring out relative orientation effects. This dimensionality reduction
from the 256 absolute poses to relative poses is used later in the analysis section to help
form the metric embedding for all surface patterns.

3.4 Analysis
The experimental design previously developed only provided a sparse sampling of brightness evaluations over the set of all stimuli images rendered. In order to evaluate the
entirety of generated surfaces, three model estimators of perceived brightness were developed that could be used to produce missing brightness values. The first model, mean
normal, calculates the average surface normal of the surface and estimates brightness
based on that normal. The second model, flat surface, estimates perceived brightness as if
the subject disregarded shadowing effects. Both of these two models would imply some
level of geometric understanding of the surface. The third model, mean luminance, simply
averages the incoming luminance of the stimuli, which represents a local operator on the
image and does not require a higher-level understanding of the surface mesoscale. These
models will be evaluated against the collected subject data in the following section.
Following the analysis of each model, we embed the surfaces in a metric space based
on their brightness profiles from the simulated view and lighting directions. This embedding can be used to explore correlations with geometric properties of the surface texture.
High correlations would suggest that the mesoscale surface structure has a strong relationship to perceived brightness, although we find that there is little such influence.
Although nominally a negative result, this is a useful for future spatially-varying appearance studies and will be discussed in the conclusion.

3.4.1 Model Comparison
The mean normal model is easily rejected as an independent model because it is not significantly different from the flat surface model. The mean normal model was considered
initially because it represents the limit of what happens in real-time rendering as a normal
map is filtered and down-sampled. Figure 3.9 shows the projected and coordinates of
the mean normal vectors of all surfaces. This is a useful visualization of how the normals
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Figure 3.9: Projection of mean normal vectors onto the 𝑋 𝑌 -plane, showing little deviation from
the -axis.

deviate from the -axis, the origin, which represents the normal vector of a perfectly flat
surface. It is important to note the scales of the axis: no mean normal deviates from the
-axis by more than a thousandth of a unit. Thus the mean normal model provides no
significant improvements or differences to the flat surface model. For the remainder of
the analysis, the mean normal model is ignored in lieu of the flat surface model.
Next, the flat surface and mean luminance models are evaluated using the first data
subset containing responses on a single surface from the first 12 subjects. The responses
to the 31 poses are shown in Figure 3.10 where the light and view poses are arranged
arbitrarily along the horizontal axis. The 36 separate responses (12 subjects × 3 repeated
measures) are shown as transparent black points. Each subject’s repeated measures are
averaged and color-coded per-user across all poses. The average over every subject is
shown as a purple trend line, alongside the two models: the average luminance of the
image, and the luminance of a flat surface.
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Figure 3.10: Perceived brightness for the rough-noise surface (Figure 3.2.F)presented to all subjects in the first study.

The accuracy of the models can be measured by the probability of their prediction
being the population mean of perceived brightnesses. Performing the Student’s -test
for each scenario shows that depending on the viewing and lighting condition, subject
responses are significantly different from either model, although the differences are not
substantial. The flat surface model -test produced -values ranging from 2.853 × 10−12
to 0.882 and the surface mean -values range from 1.464 × 10−5 to 0.818. Given that these
distributions were based on only twelve subjects it is hard to rule out the models based
on this test alone. The -values for the mean luminance model were higher and more
frequently above a significance test of 0.05 compared to the flat surface model. For certain
poses, the mean luminance model does represent the population’s perceived brightness.
However, the at-specular scenarios in Figure 3.10 show a distinct separation of the flat
surface model from both the subject average and mean luminance model. Interestingly
though, the subject responses are frequently brighter than the surface mean model when
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at specular even if they are not as bright as the flat surface model predicts. When off
specular, both models regularly fall amongst the subject distribution for the scene.
It is possible that a specular-dependent effect occurs in our perception of brightness
over a surface with complex mesoscale bumps. Alternatively, the at-specular stimuli images have a higher probability of producing high contrast images like the example from
Figure 3.5. The additional amount of reflected light creates more contrast with the shadowed regions of the mesoscale pattern. Increased difficulty was reported verbally by several subjects when they encountered the scenarios shown. This disparity makes it potentially more difficult to calculate the average, or perhaps the subject is biased more towards
the brighter reflection. New perceptual tasks and questions will need to be designed to
answer this hypothesis. While the data shown in Figure 3.10 suggests a reasonable fit for
the mean luminance model to subject data, it is only for a single surface pattern. To compare the mean luminance and flat surface models to the subject data across many surface
patterns, non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) [Tsogo et al. 2000] is used to embed
surfaces into metric spaces. These metric spaces of the models are compared against that
induced by subject data.
In order to build an embedding, a distance relation between the surface patterns must
be defined that is based on the perceived brightness of the surface. We model correlation
between surface patterns as the dot product between vectors containing the perceived
brightness for each relative pose of the surface. Relative pose refers to the compressed
representation based on ⋅ and ⋅ of a stimuli image previously described in the
results section. The dot product gracefully handles comparisons between surfaces that
have disparate samplings of relative poses. Evaluating this correlation function for each
pair of surfaces creates a distance matrix that can be used with MDS and other dimension
or principle component analysis algorithms. The embedded points of each surface will
respect, to the best degree possible, their distances or similarities defined in the distance
matrix.
Figure 3.11 shows the results of applying multidimensional scaling to the set of surfaces evaluated by at least one subject; each surface is drawn as a large point. The six
hue blocks correspond to the six pattern classes from Figure 3.2 for the surfaces. The flat
surface model is included in the distance matrix used by MDS, where its brightness is
evaluated for all necessary relative pose coordinates. Because the surface geometry does
not affect the flat surface model, only a single black point is displayed. The mean lumi40
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Figure 3.11: MDS embedding comparison between subject data (large points), mean luminance
model (small points), and flat surface model (black point).

nance model was evaluated on the same stimuli seen by subjects and its corresponding
MDS-generated arrangement is shown as small points. A line connects the locations of
surfaces between the subject data arrangement and that from the mean luminance model.
The embeddings of each space are aligned by use of a Procrustes affine transformation that
translates their centroids to the origin, normalizes scale to have unit root mean squared
distance to the origin, and calculates a rotation that minimizes distances between paired
points. It is valid to apply such an affine transformation because MDS defines the space
up to an affine transformation, i.e. only relative distances between points are enforced.
Figure 3.12 plots the normalized stress of the MDS projections to various dimensions.
Low stress values indicate that the distance matrix can still be accurately embedded within
that particular dimension. Two plots are shown, one for MDS based on the subject data
brightness profiles and one based on the mean luminance modeled profiles. They are
almost identical and show an elbow in their curves at four dimensions. However, a stress
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Figure 3.12: Stress of the MDS projection by dimension, for subject data (left) and mean luminance model (right).

of under 0.3 represents an acceptable error in the projection, making the arrangements
shown in Figure 3.11 still valid.
While the mean luminance model does not perfectly align with the space formed from
subject data, it is quite similar. Many of the paired points are very closely aligned, with
only several outliers. These outliers can be attributed to the sparsity of the distance matrix used in the MDS calculations. While the stress is acceptable when projected to two
dimensions, it is not as robust a fit compared to what is shown in Figure 3.13, which
is based on a dense distance matrix. This allows outliers in actual subject responses to
significantly affect one of two things: the final projection, or the Procrustes alignment
between the model and subject response MDS plots. The pair-wise distances are almost
always less than the distance to the flat surface model point, which indicates that the mean
luminance model provides the best approximation to perceived brightness of the models
considered. The independence of brightness with respect to surface orientation, which
was determined in the previous results section, is further indication that a low-level operator like averaging is consistent with human behavior. If brightness of a complex surface
was judged with a high-level understanding of the surface geometry then that surface’s
orientation to the viewer would likely have an impact on the brightness, which was not
found to be the case.
The next section extends the MDS analysis described here to the full set of generated
surfaces, and uses these results to examine how geometric properties of the surface relate
to perceived brightness.
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Figure 3.13: MDS arrangement for all surfaces in two dimensions, using a complete distance
matrix predicted by the mean luminance model. Its associated stress curve is shown on the right.

3.4.2 Geometric Correlations with Brightness
The following analysis is inspired by the approach described in Wills’ work on identifying
perceptual dimensions of gloss [Wills et al. 2009]. In their study, once a two-dimensional
metric space had been found for simulated gloss images, the physical parameters of their
gloss model were plotted as a third dimension and multiple correlation analysis was performed to identify any trends. This provided both a correlation coefficient indicating the
strength of the correlation across the two spatial dimensions of the embedding as well as
the vector direction.
For this analysis, various geometric quantities of the generated surface patterns are
correlated against the two dimensional embedding of surfaces using MDS. Given its effectiveness, the mean luminance model is used to calculate a fully-specified, dense distance
matrix for every generated surface. Figure 3.13 shows the two dimensional space calculated using MDS, as well as the stress curve for this modeled data set. This stress curve
indicates that two dimensions provides a very accurate reconstruction of the relative distances between surfaces. The density of brightness values and inclusion of additional surface patterns is responsible for the different arrangement compared to what was shown
in Figure 3.11.
While the perceptual gloss work of Wills et al. investigated physical parameters from
their gloss model, this chapter considers physical properties of the mesoscale surfaces.
Four physical variables were considered, many of which depend on the concept of a feature on the surface. A feature is defined as a contiguous region of the surface that is
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Figure 3.14: Multiple correlation of embedding against several variables of the surface geometry. The correlation coefficient is given in parentheses for each plot. The direction of maximum
correlation is not shown because there are no strong correlations.

protruding up from the surface. In the case of surfaces produced from the stipple-driven
pattern generators, each raised stipple is a distinct feature. When the stipples are inverted
and from concavities on the surface, the contiguous upper flat plane is considered to be
a single feature. This was intentionally chosen so that inversions of other patterns have
distinct feature descriptors. Features were automatically extracted from the generated
surface patterns by utilizing a depth threshold and connected-component labeling.
Four geometric variables are considered, three of which are based on the features
detected within a surface. The four plots of Figure 3.14 map the geometric variable to
the area of each point in the dense metric embedding previously calculated. The first
variable, shown in Figure 3.14.A, is the average area of each feature within the surface
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pattern. This characterizes the two-dimensional size of the features on a surface while
ignoring depth. The second variable, in Figure 3.14.B, is the percentage of total surface
area covered by features, which captures how densely packed the feature elements are.
Figure 3.14.C presents the third variable: maximum feature depth, which specifies the
amount of protrusion or indentation from the flat plane. Finally, Figure 3.14.D displays
the standard deviation of depth values throughout the mesoscale surface.
Reviewing these visualizations, no clear trends or structured arrangement of points
correlate with the geometric variables. The coefficient of multiple correlation is shown
for each of these variables in the caption for each plot. No geometric variable has a strong
correlation with the two dimensions of the metric embedding. The largest correlation, for
the standard deviation of depth values, is 0.4322, which is not substantial. Additionally,
there is no apparent pattern or grouping of the surface families, specified by the color of
each point.
There is obviously some effect on perceived brightness due to a surface’s mesoscale
structure, however, it does not appear to be related to simple geometric properties of the
mesoscale pattern. Dot stipples, rounded bubbled stipples, rectangular brick stipples, and
stochastic patterns all are capable of producing similar brightness profiles given appropriate generation parameters. The depth, size, and variation of mesoscale features do not
seem directly relevant to the brightness judgment task, given the specific lighting and
material parameters chosen for this study. The next section discusses possible impacts of
changing these variables.
At face value this seems like a negative result. However, we feel that the lack of a
consistent geometric effect on perceived brightness actually makes future research into
perception of spatially-varying appearances easier. If each family of pattern produced
distinct, non-overlapping clusters of embedded points, it would suggest that the choice
of mesoscale structure for a stimuli could have a unique and isolated effect on whatever
perceptual attribute is being studied. Given that this is not the case, the choice of pattern
is less critical to a study’s design and its applicability to untested surfaces.

3.5 Discussion
The results presented are both promising and challenging. It is a good indication that
there is significant agreement between subjects and that brightness judgments are con45
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sistent over time. Additionally the subject responses were robust enough to find that
surface orientation of the mesoscale pattern did not influence the perceived brightness.
The subject evaluations were sparsely distributed over the set of mesoscale patterns generated and used to validate and compare several models of perceived brightness. It was
found that simply averaging the incoming spatially-varying luminance provided the best
estimate. This model was then applied to the entirety of generated surfaces and multidimensional scaling was utilized to try and discover any relations between surfaces’
brightness profiles and geometric properties.
No such relationships or correlations were found for the variables that were considered. As noted earlier, this is desirable because if there had been strong influences from
pattern family, size, or depth, then the sheer number of possible mesoscale surfaces would
prove insurmountable to future spatially-varying appearance research, and this would
bode ill for existing perceptual work on the impacts of mesoscale structure on perceived
gloss. It is important to note that only simple geometric variables were considered in
this analysis, and it is possible that a more complex geometric description would correlate well with the brightness profiles of each surface. One such model would be to apply
Chubb et al.’s work on achromatic texture matching that suggests brightness judgments
are dependent on the distribution and histogram of brightness values present in the stimuli [Chubb et al. 2004]. Another possible geometric model would be to apply the more
advanced normal map filtering techniques that are used in real-time rendering to better
match the appearance of distant objects [Bruneton et al. 2012].
This work is valuable as a foundation for pursuing more complex questions regarding
mesoscale surface texture. While this study considered variations of surface pattern as
well as viewing and lighting directions, many configurations that influence appearance
were fixed. Only a single microfacet reflection model was used for the surface simulations. Changing the degree of specular and diffuse, or even using a different reflection
model, could yield different results. Based on qualitative reports from subjects, stimuli
with higher contrast proved harder to judge. Intuitively this makes sense for a local averaging operator; its error is not that significant when contrast is low. The primary source
of contrast in bumpy surfaces with a homogeneous underlying material is the mesoscale
structure that creates sporadic shadows and highlights. Materials featuring lighter colors,
or shinier materials that reflect additional light at specular, are more likely to exceed a
threshold for mapping to a single brightness value. Additional studies can be run utiliz46
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ing the same study design presented here, but include additional material variations to the
set of stimuli. However, it is our expectation that materials that produce similar levels of
contrast can be adequately modeled by the local averaging model proposed here.
The effects of contrast on the ability to make brightness judgments are an important topic of additional study. It is not just material parameters that can influence this:
lighting conditions are also a significant factor in appearance perception. While different
directions were evaluated, it utilized fairly direct illumination with no ambient or other
environmental contribution. This allows for potentially very dark shadows, thus increasing contrast. Increasing the intensity of the light source in this situation would also increase contrast and potentially cause the average model to break down, or for subject
responses to deviate from those presented in this study. However, using more complex
or natural environmental lighting will likely have the opposite effect and decrease contrast. These illumination conditions often have more ambient light so areas in shadow
will still be partially lit. Any follow up work to explore lighting influence on mesoscale
surface brightness perception should utilize an HDR monitor. This will more accurately
capture the differences between intensities in complex environments and help remove
any confounding effects of the tonemapping operator required for conventional displays.
For this reason an HDR display would also be important when studying more-specular
materials. It is clear that controlled lab studies such as this cannot easily scale to the magnitude required to tackle general spatially-varying appearance research. Instead, crowdsourced study methodologies must be developed that are trust worthy as they have the
most potential to recruit the necessary number of subjects. Lab-based studies can then be
performed to validate crowd-based results. This also provides an opportunity to perform
equivalent tasks in the real world with manufactured or printed surfaces to confirm or
detect any deviations. Although the rendering algorithms used here are physically correct, and the use of an HDR display would only further increase realism, there is a chance
that behavior changes when moving from the real to the virtual.
In summary, we have presented a user study designed with a more complex and natural stimuli for the subject and have evaluated many different surface patterns. Our experimental design has allowed us to consider a wide variety of surface patterns. By densely
sampling a small subset and then progressively sparser sets, the surface pattern domain
was evaluated robustly. Additionally the experimental time for each subject was kept to
a minimum. Analysis of subject responses shows that brightness is consistent over time
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and that there is little variation between subjects, although it increases along the specular
direction. We have also developed an approach for correlating sparsely evaluated brightness profiles of two surfaces. This method was used to show the consistency between
collected subject responses and the mean luminance model for perceived brightness. It
was also used to show that the simple geometric variables that define surface geometry
do not correlate with brightness. This is a positive “negative” result because it indicates
that the exact choice of surface structure does not completely restrict the applicability of
other spatially-varying appearance perception research.
While the appearance images investigated in this study were inspired by materials
used throughout the automotive industries, there is still a disconnect in realism that makes
it difficult for the industry to directly use the results of this study. Chapter 4 addresses this
limitation by utilizing accurate SVBRDFs scanned from actual materials. Furthermore, we
improve upon the work of this chapter by reducing redundancy in the extrinsic parameter
configurations of the stimuli, and are able to consider more complex appearance attributes
and lighting environments.
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In this work we present a psychometric, visual search-based study analyzing the perceptual appearance uniformity of 3D printed materials. A 3D printer’s quality, precision,
and capacity to produce smooth surfaces directly affects the perceived uniformity of its
outputs. This work represents the first steps towards building a perceptual model of uniformity for 3D printing. Such a model will greatly assist in advancing the quality of 3D
printers, especially as they become capable of creating complex, spatially-varying appearances.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of applying visual search to appearance perception problems by analyzing 288 appearance variations formed from the combination of 18
printed surfaces, 8 virtual transformations of those surfaces, and two illumination conditions. The virtual transformations allowed us to explore the impact of bumpiness, glossiness, and spatially-varying color on perceived uniformity. Significant effects were found
to be caused by several of these dimensions. Additionally, the measured psychophysical
data is a valuable contribution to the general study of the perception of spatially-varying
appearances.
Appearance uniformity is a perceptual measure of a material’s apparent spatial homogeneity, and it can depend on how the material is illuminated and from where it is
viewed. Often in product design the goal is to achieve uniformity for individual components, such as a plastic panel or a casing. Uniformity can intentionally be reduced by
†

Adapted from [Ludwig, Moroney, et al. 2018].
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adding patterns and texture, but it can also be diminished naturally by scratches, scrapes,
and other forms of wear-and-tear. It is possible to define material uniformity in terms of
physical attributes, like the measured height profile or color distribution of the surface.
However, in this work we approach uniformity as a perceptual quantity, acknowledging
that certain conditions can alleviate or expose non-uniformities in a material. Given the
limits of our visual system, some non-uniformities captured by a physical measurement
may not be visibly noticeable or significant. Focusing on perceived appearance uniformity has advantages, because, compared to physical measurements, it represents a less
stringent threshold for quality control and evaluation.
Uniformity is of particular interest to us because of how it plays a role in developing
quality 3D printing devices. However, we contend that uniformity is a useful benchmark
for any printing task, whether it is in two or three dimensions. Outputting a smooth surface with homogeneous color requires the device to have high precision and consistency.
The printing of colored patterns or surface texture can in fact mask issues concerning the
quality of the output.
While most consumer color paper printers are able to achieve satisfiable levels of uniformity across a page, 3D printing is in the unique position of controlling the third dimension. Control over both macroscopic surface curves and mesoscale bumps and texture
present new challenges in measuring and quantifying effects on appearance uniformity.
Current 3D printers have not yet reached a comparable quality level to their 2D counterparts, and frequently introduce unintentional non-uniformities. This work seeks to quantify the perceptual dissimilarities in color, surface, and other appearance non-uniformities
that can occur in 3D printing. While there are tools available to measure specific physical
quantities related to printed appearance, there is not a perceptual metric that combines
the effects of spatially-varying color, texture, and gloss.
Thus, we sought to collect psychometric evaluations of a representative sampling of
printed materials. We define appearance uniformity as the perceptually linear dissimilarity between a material’s appearance and that of a constructed, ideally uniform appearance.
A constructed ideal would match the material’s intended color, glossiness, and other appearance behaviors but lack the spatial variations across these attributes that produced
visible non-uniformities. An example of a printed appearance and its computed ideal
are shown in Figure 4.1. As the dissimilarity tends towards zero, the original material
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between a printed appearance (center) and a virtual modification highlighting its non-uniformities (left), and the computed ideal uniform appearance (right).

approaches full uniformity. Defined in this manner, appearance uniformity becomes a
specific instance of the more general appearance similarity problem.
Even though a computational model for the general similarity problem does not exist yet, quantifying the perceived appearance uniformity has multiple immediate applications to the field of 3D printing. Uniformity measurements can provide guidance to
non-appearance experts who are otherwise advancing 3D print technology. Comparing
measurements across multiple printed units can be used for quality control and quantifying the reproducibility of a 3D printer. Currently, it is common for 3D printed objects to
feature a single color, or disparate regions of solid colors. Much as color science helped
ensure the best color match between a photo on a monitor and its printed result, appearance uniformity can be used to match a digital design to the solid, colored output.
Our work is a first step towards addressing this problem, so while we do not develop
a predictive model for uniformity in this chapter, we demonstrate how to efficiently measure uniformity and we are able to report observed qualitative effects on printed uniformity. We focus instead on collecting a large set of perceptual judgments to learn more
about this subset of the general appearance space.
The visual search paradigm was employed to efficiently and directly measure perceived dissimilarities across a wide range of 3D printed appearances. The task presents
a target appearance amongst a field of distracting appearances, and the time to find the
target indicates the similarity between the target and distractors. This avoids the need for
describing perceptual scales to the subjects or performing forced-choice comparisons for
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all combinations of appearances. This efficiency enabled us to collect perceived dissimilarities for 288 appearances that varied across color, pattern, glossiness, bumpy texture,
and lighting environment. We made use of X-Rite’s TAC7 material scanner∗ to digitize
accurate representations of printed surfaces. We then constructed appropriate ideals and
made additional variations with controlled appearance transformations. To the best of
our knowledge, this represents the first application of the visual search task to the perception of appearance, and it demonstrates an exciting combination of psychophysics, 3D
printing, and material scanning.
In the next section we present background literature across the range of topics that intersect this work. Following that, we describe both the physical prints and virtual appearance stimuli used in our psychophysical study, and we provide the details of our visual
search study. We conclude with analysis of the collected measurements, demonstrating
that a consistent perceptual response was provided by all subjects, and we discuss some
of the more obvious variable effects and what this implies for 3D printing appearance in
the future.

4.1 Background
This work lies at the intersection of a number of fields. While it is motivated by additive manufacturing and 3D printing, the focus on appearance requires color science,
computer graphics (the study of material modeling and simulation), and psychophysics
(understanding the visual system and human subjects research). We refer you to the review in Chapter 2 for these topics. The details of the visual search paradigm are reviewed
below.
Without an appearance model that could be applied directly to the problem of measuring appearance uniformity for 3D printing, we sought to directly measure human judgments of perceptual dissimilarity between a non-uniform appearance and its corresponding idealized, uniform representation. The visual search [Duncan et al. 1989; Wolfe 1998]
study paradigm is an effective and rapid way of measuring perceptual dissimilarity. The
study task presents a target and a field of distractors to the subject and measures their
reaction time to find the target. The target and the distractors can vary along a single
∗

https://www.xrite.com/categories/appearance/tac7
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perceived dimension, or across multiple dimensions [Monnier 2006], such as size, contrast, or frequency.
The premise is that the more similar the target is to the distractors, the longer it takes
for the subject to identify it. Much of the focus on visual research has been on how
the human visual system performs a search. By varying the nature of their similarity
to the target, the measured response times provide insight into the search mechanism.
When dissimilarities are readily apparent, the target can be quickly identified in a early,
parallelized stage of the visual system; conversely, when dissimilarity is low, the search
process scans the field serially, employing a higher-acuity process that requires a narrow
spatial focus [Wolfe 1994].
[Arun 2012] showed that the reciprocal of response time is actually a better value to
use as a measure of dissimilarity. [Pramod et al. 2014] and [Pramod et al. 2016] use this
measure successfully to study how multiple dimensions interact and to evaluate the similarity between complex object silhouettes. These works are a primary inspiration behind
the study design presented in Section 4.2. While visual search has been widely used in
the psychophysics community to learn more about the visual system using comparably
primitive stimuli, this work is to our knowledge the first that applies visual search to
appearance similarity.

4.2 Experiment
We define the appearance uniformity of a printed material as inversely related to the perceptual dissimilarity to a corresponding idealized, uniform material. Thus, appearance
uniformity is mapped to a perceptual similarity problem. As the perceived distance between the material’s appearance and its ideal approaches zero, it becomes more and more
uniform. The only caveat is that for a given material, its uniform, ideal variant must be
defined. Often this will be the desired, digital model that was printed but it can also be defined after printing by using a material scanner and filtering or smoothing the reflectance
model parameter maps produced by the device. This is useful when characterizing a 3D
printer or if a printer is not capable of producing an ideal material sample.
For the purposes of this experiment we consider three broad appearance attributes
and how they can independently deviate from a uniform ideal:
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• bumpiness – the just-visible, mesoscale height profile of the surface, which deviates
from a perfectly smooth surface.
• color – spatial changes in the diffuse scattering of the material, such as hue or lightness, deviating from a solid color.
• glossiness – changes to the microscopic roughness that affects specular scattering
of the material.
These attributes represent the primary sources of appearance variation with the 3D
printer technology and material substrate available to us. We will explore how modifications to the spatial distributions of these attributes in printed materials impact appearance
uniformity judgments. The creation of the appearance images used for stimuli in our experiments are described in the next section. The psychometric task to collect the appearance dissimilarity judgments of the 3D printed materials is specified in the subsequent
section.

4.2.1 Stimuli Design
To take advantage of computer-driven study protocols, the stimuli images used in this
experiment are simulated images. The materials are based on BRDF scans of actual 3D
printed surfaces, along with digital modifications to create a controlled range of parameter
changes. To get realistic base material definitions, we printed 1cm × 1cm tiles arranged at
different orientations with respect to the -axis of the printer. While more orientations
were printed and scanned, we limited the final selected tiles to orientations of 0°, 10°, and
45°. This helped to maintain a manageable stimuli set and those orientations qualitatively
spanned the range of patterns and non-uniformities formed by the 3D printer that was
used. Figure 4.2 shows the print configuration for these three angles and example SVBRDF
maps corresponding to the print results.
Tiles were printed in several colors–cyan, green, and purple–to explore how the intended color affects perceived uniformity and to include non-uniformities caused by the
inking process. Additional physical variants were created by post-processing the printed
tiles to smooth and coat them. The post-processing is one example of finishing processes
that might be applied to a 3D print. This process can also cause substantial changes to
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Figure 4.2: Tile orientation and example SVBRDF maps for diffuse color and surface normal (in
pseudo color). While the three tiles were intended to be the same uniform green, the effects from
printing orientation on the spatial pattern and texture are clear.
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Figure 4.3: All printed variations, scanned and applied to the blob shape used for the stimuli in
the visual search task.

the appearance of the object, such as reducing bumpiness, increasing glossiness, and reducing visible non-uniformities. Overall, 18 physical printed materials were made from
the combination of three print orientations, three colors, and either including or omitting post-processing. Renderings from measurements of all of the printed variations are
shown in Figure 4.3.
After printing the 18 tile variants, the samples were scanned using X-Rite’s TAC7
device, producing SVBRDF parameter maps, based on the [Ward 1992] model, for each.
These SVBRDFs are what were used in the simulations shown in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.1,
and Figure 4.4. From those images it is clear that non-uniformities, in both the diffuse
color and the surface bumpiness, exist in the printed tiles.
Ideal uniform materials corresponding to the 18 tiles were created by filtering the diffuse color map and mesoscale height map. The ideal diffuse color map was calculated by
reducing the Weber contrast by a factor of 10. Weber contrast is measured as the relative
difference between a pixel’s luminance and the background luminance, which we took
as the median lightness of the diffuse color map. The ideal height profile was computed
by scaling the scanned heights by 0.1. These transformations created SVBRDFs that are
almost homogeneous, but still contain subtle non-uniformities that improve realism. The
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previously shown Figure 4.1 demonstrates a side-by-side comparison of a scanned material and its constructed ideal. It is clear that the ideal has improved uniformity but still
exhibits an overall similar appearance to the original.
Having scanned the 18 materials with the TAC7 device, we used the SVBRDF measurements to create similar materials with known variations in the parameters. Using
the same filters that were applied to create the ideal materials, seven additional materials
were generated for each of the original scans. Non-uniformities were increased along the
three appearance attributes of interest in different amounts and combinations: increasing
diffuse contrast, bumpiness, and glossiness. Figure 4.4 describes the attribute modifications for the seven variations, with respect to an original, and shows an example for each.
These variations preserve the stochastic and structural patterns that were produced by
the 3D printer. It would not have been possible to use a current generation 3D printer to
preserve such patterns while also accurately modifying the desired parameters. The varied materials for each original allows us to explore how the three appearance attributes
interact and impact appearance uniformity.
The range of appearances produced by these material variations was inspired by the
discrimination ellipse model for a perceptual color space [MacAdam 1942]. By exploring
colors very similar to reference points, the model identified perceptual scaling and principle dimensions. Discrimination ellipses served to answer the question of when colors
looked the same, which has been of great importance in 2D printing and quality control.
The rendered 3D printed appearances sample the appearance space around a number of
references to similarly learn how that space behaves, and they address the question of
when a 3D printed surface matches its intended appearance.
While the original physical tiles were more-or-less two dimensional, all generated
materials were rendered to a blob geometry that was originally designed to have a range
of surface curvature, highlight the environment’s lighting, and otherwise not resemble
a real world object that might bias the subject [Muryy et al. 2013]. This geometry is
what’s shown in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4. Although shape does influence
appearance, we did not evaluate multiple geometries due to the already sizable parameter
space being considered. However it has been shown in the literature that for realistic
material visualizations blob like objects are preferable to simpler objects like spheres.
However, we did introduce an additional stimuli variable to consider the illumination
conditions when viewing the material. For each of the materials, images were rendered in
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Figure 4.4: Computed ideal, original, and virtual variations for an example material, along with
the specification of each virtual change. The examples are based on the post-processed purple tile
printed at 10°. The appearance attribute changes are specified by the values in B (bumpiness), C
(color), and G (glossiness) fields.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the two lighting conditions’ effects on the appearance of a
printed cyan material.
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two different conditions. First, a diffuse, ambient lighting condition based on a D65 light
booth intended to simulate the appearance of the object when placed under an actual
booth (top of Figure 4.5). When rendered, the D65 white point was adapted to be white.
Second, a single spotlight source is used without any other ambient lighting, which represents a more extreme environment. The spotlight was also chromatically adapted to
be the white point of the scene. All images were tonemapped to a low dynamic range.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the differences in appearance caused by the two lighting environments when applied to the same material.
To summarize, the combinations of three print orientations, three colors, and two
post-processing options defined 18 physically printed materials. The 18 materials were
scanned using X-Rite’s TAC7 to get a Ward SVBRDF for each. Filtering the original
SVBRDFs produced 18 corresponding ideal materials. Including the original scan, 8
SVBRDF variations were paired with each of the computed ideals. With two illumination
conditions, this produces 36 ideal appearance images and 288 non-uniform appearance
images. While there are material and illumination changes, all images use the same geometry and are rendered from the same point of view. The psychophysics task to measure
the perceived dissimilarity between every non-uniform appearance image and its corresponding ideal is described below. Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2 present all appearance
stimuli, for the D65 and spotlight conditions respectively.

4.2.2 Visual Search Task
We measured the appearance uniformity of the 288 non-uniform images by measuring the
perceived dissimilarity to their matching ideal images. The perceived dissimilarity was
measured using the visual search paradigm [Duncan et al. 1989]. [Arun 2012] showed that
the reciprocal of response time in a visual search task behaves like the linear perceptual
distance between the target and distractor items. Using a task inspired by [Pramod et
al. 2016]’s work with object silhouettes and visual search, we applied the search task to
the appearance simulations described above. For our purposes, the target and distractor
images are a specified non-uniform appearance image and its paired ideal image.
The visual search task consisted of multiple trials, each presenting a 4 × 4 grid of
appearance images. The positions of the 16 images were jittered to prevent features in the
rows or columns from aligning. One of the 16 images would be the target, in a randomized
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Figure 4.6: Screenshot of the visual search task. The jittering changes with each presentation.
The left example has a uniform target in the bottom left corner. The right example as a nonuniform target along the right edge.

location in the grid, and the remaining 15 images would be the corresponding distractor
image. For a given presentation of the jittered grid, the target image and distractor would
be a non-uniform appearance and its ideal, or vice-versa. It has been shown in past visual
search research that if a target is shown amongst a distractor , the reaction time does
not necessarily equal that of searching for in a field of ’s. To determine if this was
true for our appearance stimuli, each presentation randomly selected the ideal or nonuniform image as the target. Figure 4.6 shows an example screenshot of the visual search
task, implemented using the PsychToolbox [Brainard 1997].
After the jittered grid was shown to a subject, they searched as quickly as possible for
the target appearance image, described to them as the “odd one out”. A vertical red line
was rendered with the grid to divide the field into two halves. Once the target appearance
image was found, the subject specified the side of the red line that contained the target.
This was done using a keyboard press, Z for the left side and M for the right. Specifying
only the side of the target’s position kept the time cost of the input action as low as
possible for the subject. While the subject still had to identify the target, if they were also
expected to select the exact grid position via mouse, it would have been challenging to
separate reaction time into the search time and selection time.
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The non-uniform appearance images were shuffled independently for each subject.
Additionally, each appearance image was repeated multiple times until the subject correctly identified the target three times. The repeated trials were inserted at random
amongst the remaining trials. Picking the wrong side resulted in an audio tone being
played and advancing to the next trial. If a subject failed to identify the target three times
after five total presentations of that appearance, it was skipped so that the experiment
could terminate (this did not occur in practice). Subjects were given up to 10 seconds to
find the target amongst the distractors and make their decision. Reaching the time limit
was treated the same as picking the incorrect side.

4.2.3 Study Setup
Using the protocol described above, the task was performed in a dark room, with the
interface presented on a 31.5 inch HP DreamColor Z32X UHD display. The display had a
resolution of 3840 × 2160 pixels. The display was set to a factory calibration of the sRGB
color space and all stimuli images were presented in sRGB. Each of the sixteen appearance
images in a search field occupied an approximate viewing angle of 3.1°.
In order to reduce the duration of the experiment, the 288 non-uniform appearance
variations were split into three blocks based on the orientation of the original tiles in
the printer. The orientation was used as a between-subjects variable, while the remaining variables of color, post-processing, lighting, and SVBRDF modifications were withinsubject. 21 volunteers with normal or corrected-normal vision participated, with 7 subjects assigned to each of the 0°, 10°, and 45° blocks. 8 subjects were female, with the
remaining 13 male; subjects’ ages ranged from 18 to 59 years old. Given the betweensubjects split, each subject provided their perceived dissimilarity scores for 96 of the nonuniform appearances. Subjects on average completed the entire experiment in under 40
minutes and were always able to reach three successful target identifications for their
assigned 96 appearances.
As part of the training, a motor-speed measurement task was performed. Using the
same controls as the actual visual search task, subjects would pick the side of the screen
that a circle would randomly appear on. The perceptual aspect of such a task is minimal,
so the response time is dominated by the subject’s reaction time and the time to press the
physical key. This can be used to calculate the search time for the actual visual search
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Table 4.1: Notation for the raw inputs and outputs of the visual search task.

Symbol

Definition
A non-uniform appearance image.

A
I( )

S( )

The set of 288 appearances evaluated in this study.
The ideal appearance corresponding to the nonuniform appearance, .
The set of subjects that evaluated the appearance, .

(𝑖)

The 𝑖 ℎ measured reaction time for the subject’s motor skills task.

(𝑖)
,

The 𝑖 ℎ measured response time from the subject, ∈
S( ), for the appearance, .
A perceived non-uniformity value, which can annotated similarly to .

task by subtracting the subject’s minimum circle response time from their appearance
response times. The results of this collected data are presented in the next section.

4.3 Results
Using the notation defined in Table 4.1, response times were repeatedly collected for each
appearance in A and its matching ideal in I(A). For a given appearance, , and specific
(𝑖)
subject, ∈ S( ), we write their 𝑖 ℎ non-uniformity measurement for as , . Each
appearance in A was evaluated by seven subjects a total of three correct times, therefore
| S( )| = 7 and 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We formally defined the non-uniformity as the perceived
distance or dissimilarity between and I( ), i.e. = | − I( )|.
It is worth noting that as approaches 0, the appearance becomes more uniform and
a value of 0 implies that a printed material appears perceptually indistinguishable to its
ideal. Based on the work of [Arun 2012] and [Pramod et al. 2016], we can calculate the
non-uniformity measurement, , with respect to a subject( ), appearance( ), and specific
presentation(𝑖):
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(𝑖)
,

where

= | − I( )|
1
= (𝑖)
, −

(4.1)

is a subject’s fastest reaction time:

= min
𝑖

(𝑖)

We define a subject’s aggregate measurement as:
,

= median
𝑖

(𝑖)
,

(4.2)

and the final non-uniformity value for an appearance as:
= median
∈S( )

,

(4.3)

Justifications for aggregating over a subject’s repeated trials (Equation 4.2), and aggregating between subject’s measurements (Equation 4.3) are presented in the next two
subsections. Finally, main and interaction effects visible in all of the computed
scores
are explored in the last subsection.

4.3.1 Eccentricity Correction
Eccentricity, in this context, refers to the search target’s distance from the center of the
screen. Given that the target was in one of sixteen positions in a 4 × 4 grid, there were
two levels of possible eccentricity. The target was either in the central four positions or
in the outer twelve. It is reasonable to expect that it may take longer to find the target in
the outer ring because there are more grid cells to consider and they are farther from the
center focus point.
To better understand this, we plotted the median dissimilarity value after linearly
normalizing away the effects of subject, print angle, color, surface finish, material variation, and lighting environment. In effect, this is removing the impact of every directly
controlled experimental variable. However, given how the study was set up, the target
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Figure 4.7: The median, normalized dissimilarity score by position in the 4 × 4 visual search field.
The solid black circle represents the case where the target was the uniform appearance; the red
circle visualizes that the target was the non-uniform appearance image.

could either be the uniform ideal appearance or the non-uniform appearance. These two
states were normalized and corrected for separately.
The median normalized dissimilarity per grid position is shown on the left of Figure 4.7. If the eccentricity had no impact on the response times then the size of the circles
would be approximately the same. However, it is clear that there is a systemic decrease
in the radius of the outer circles, for both target types. Since the size of the circle correlates to dissimilarity, the smaller circle implies a higher response time, matching our
hypothesis.
For all subsequent analysis, we remove the eccentricity bias from trial responses in
the outer ring by linearly shifting their normalized dissimilarities to match the inner ring.
The corrected medians are shown in Figure 4.7 (right), demonstrating that the effects
of position have substantially been reduced. After this shift, all normalized dissimilarities have the effects of the experimental variables restored by undoing the original linear
normalizations. With the bias removed, the specific position of the target appearance is
irrelevant for the subsequent analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Dissimilarity scores for appearances, where each axis corresponds to a different target
condition. Each data point represents a subject’s appearance judgment when viewing the appearance under both target conditions. The confidence bounds represent slopes for the 95% confidence
interval.

4.3.2 Reciprocity
Past visual search literature has documented that the measured response time does not
always respect reciprocity, i.e. the response time for finding amongst does not equal
that of finding in . For example it is easier to find a mirrored letter in a field of regularly oriented letters than it is to find the regular in the field of mirrored letters [Wolfe
2001]. Using the notation introduced above, this would mean that = | − I( )| does not
necessarily equal ′ = | I( ) − |. To determine if that was the case, subjects were given
tasks that randomly chose between finding the ideal or the non-uniform appearance.
Figure 4.8 plots the dissimilarity scores for each appearance, where the X axis represents the appearance’s non-uniformity when the target was the ideal appearance, and
the Y axis is the appearance’s non-uniformity when the target was the non-uniform ap66
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pearance. Each black marker represents a subject’s evaluation of an appearance under
both conditions; if a subject only viewed an appearance in either target condition it was
excluded from the plot. Barring the outliers above the linear fit, there is reasonable consistency in dissimilarity measurements for the two target conditions.
A robust fit yields a linear model, ′ =
+ , between the two conditions, where
2
= 0.8094 and = 0.4734 (𝑅 = 0.6528). If the two target choices did not affect the
response time, the model would be expected to have = 1 and = 0. The constant shift in
dissimilarity is, however, consistent with Arun’s analysis for conditions that do not exhibit
perfect reciprocity. Following the same approach as above for removing the eccentricity
bias, response dissimilarity scores when the target was the non-uniform appearance are
adjusted so that the post-correction correlation between the two target options is 1.
We justify the removal of the eccentricity and reciprocity biases as aligning different
perceptually linear spaces. Each combination of eccentricity level and target choice represent perceptual judgments in a slightly different space. However, by applying linear
transformations to them, they can be aligned so that the effects of the other experimental
variables can be evaluated with more robustness. All subsequent analysis of the measured
values has eccentricity and reciprocity corrected for.

4.3.3 Subject Consistency
As stated earlier, for each appearance, , there were three presentations evaluated successfully by seven subjects. Ordering effects and consistency of a subjects’ response can
be measured with a repeated measures ANOVA for each stimuli. 4 of 288 stimuli (when
considering all three print orientations) have a -value < 0.05. The remaining images cannot reject the null hypothesis that there was no substantial change from the repetitions.
This suggests subjects were self-consistent when viewing the stimuli multiple times and,
for the remainder of the results section, we use the median response time of a subject’s
repeated trials to calculate their personal dissimilarity score per appearance (see Equation 4.2).
We use Cronbach’s 𝛼 to evaluate the consistency between the seven subjects in each of
the print angle stimuli blocks. While not a statistic, it is a measure of internal consistency
between a set of abstract items and repeated evaluations of said items. A subject is considered to be an item and each appearance dissimilarity measurement is a sample of the item’s
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behavior, so that inter-subject consistency is determined by 𝛼. Each between-subjects
block is evaluated separately: 𝛼0 = 0.9221, 𝛼10 = 0.9062, and 𝛼45 = 0.9120. A score greater
than 0.9 has generally been considered as excellent consistency in past psychophysical
research, while values greater than 0.7 represent reasonable inter-consistency.
Given this, we assume that subjects have high inter-person consistency, which implies that people are making similar perceptual decisions. Thus, we can combine all subject evaluations for an appearance to get a better estimate of its perceived dissimilarity.
This was shown in Equation 4.3 as the median of the subject measurements. The aggregate scores, , are used in the next subsection to explore the impact of the independent
variables in our study. A breakdown of the dissimilarities for all variables is included in
Figure 4.9.

4.4 Analysis
The main effects of the manipulated variables on the values for every ∈ A are shown
in Figure 4.10. Each bar in a variable’s chart corresponds to the average
for all appearances matching the particular variable’s value. Error bars represent the standard error
within that set. There was a fifth independent variable that was between subjects, for
the tile orientation when the material was printed. Additionally, there were four withinsubjects independent variables that modified a stimuli’s appearance: printed color, postprocessing treatment, lighting environment, and synthetic SVBRDF variations. Additionally, because subjects provided perceptually linear scales,
scores across the different
appearances and subject blocks can be examined without additional rescaling or normalization.
From these summaries, it is clear that many of the variables had noticeable effects
on the perceived appearance uniformity. Of particular significance to 3D printing, the
three printed tile orientations had significant changes to their aggregated dissimilarity
scores. The 10° orientation, with its regular striations, had the worst uniformity, which is
not surprising. Even though the 0° and 45° orientations featured similar, stochastic nonuniformities, their effects on dissimilarities differed. Thus, orientation with respect to
the printer’s Z axis can play a role in the perceived uniformity, at least when printing a
flat tile. When 3D printers produce more complex objects composed of multiple surface
orientations, it has yet to be seen if perceived uniformity will behave in the same manner.
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Figure 4.9: All 288 independent variables and their corresponding median dissimilarity scores
from the 7 subject measurements. Error bars represent standard error within subject ratings. Solid
lines with solid symbols represent original printed appearances; dashed lines with open symbols
represent coated, post-processed appearances. Diamond symbols represent D65 light booth illuminated appearances; triangle symbols represent spotlit appearances. Purple materials are in the
first row, cyan in the second, and green in the third
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Figure 4.11: Interactions between the SVBRDF modifications and surface post-processing (left)
and lighting condition (right).

It does not appear as though the base diffuse color significantly changed the measured
dissimilarity scores. This is not to say that color does not impact uniformity judgments,
but that it is more likely that the 3D printer we utilized had reasonable color printing
capabilities over the 1cm × 1cm printed region. The effects of surface post-processing,
lighting, and SVBRDF manipulations are examined below.

4.4.1 Interaction Effects
The main effect of post-processing the printed tiles yielded significant improvements in
the perceived uniformity. Once again, this is not a surprising discovery since the postprocessing resulted in smoother and more color-saturated surfaces. In the left side of Figure 4.11, we break down how the post-processing changes were affected by the SVBRDF
variations. Of particular note are how the dissimilarities changed between the two finish
conditions for variations 3, 4, and 5. These three variations represent the intermediate
levels of SVBRDF changes: variations 3 and 4 are progressive bumpiness increases, and
variation 5 is a change to glossiness.
In the print-only condition, which has a higher base level bumpiness compared to the
post-processed condition, the two bumpy variations do not have significantly different
dissimilarities. This suggests that non-uniformity due to bumpiness may reach a threshold. Under the post-processed condition, variation 3 and 4 both increase relative to the
original but also maintain an almost linear trend with each other, having not yet reached
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D65

Spotlight

Figure 4.12: False color rendering of L* from the appearances in Figure 4.5.

that bumpiness threshold. Consistent with past literature on mesoscale rough surfaces’
effects on glossiness [Padilla et al. 2008], the bumpier print-only condition has less of a
change due to glossiness increase compared to the post-processed variant.
Lighting, however, had the opposite effect from what was anticipated. The spotlighting appeared to improve perceived uniformity, but we had expected its directional component would highlight bumps and cast more shadows, reducing the uniformity. From
Figure 4.11 (right), it can be seen that the spotlight condition consistently improved the
perceived uniformity of an appearance image. Comparing the two bumpiness variations,
3 and 4, we see that the general lighting from the D65 light booth makes it hard to distinguish the changes in mesoscale height. This makes sense since light from additional
directions will fill out otherwise shadowed regions. The spotlight condition demonstrates
the expected trend between variations 3 and 4. However, due to the overall upset of our
lighting hypothesis, we explore it in more detail below.
Reviews of the results for two different lighting environments used for the rendering
of the blobs seem to indicate that the dissimilarities for a spotlight source were smaller
than for a diffuse D65 lighting condition modeled after a light booth. At first glance this
seems counter intuitive. However, comparing the lightness distributions of a blob, with
a cyan material that was printed at 0 degrees and rendered with the diffuse and spot
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Figure 4.13: L* distribution summary of the two appearance images shown in Figure 4.12.

illumination (see Figure 4.12), it is obvious that the overall lightness was much higher for
the D65 illumination. Observing non-uniformities due to color or bumpiness is generally
much harder in darker, shadow areas, which are present for the blob rendered with the
spotlight. On the other hand, the lighter color distribution of the D65 blob enables nonuniformities to be recognized quite easily.
Figure 4.13 visualizes the probability density estimates for the blobs under the two
different light environments. The median lightness value is 61 for D65, versus 42 for
the spot illumination. Furthermore the dynamic range for the D65 blob is much smaller
(34) than for the spot light (63). A higher dynamic range, which is also nicely visible by
comparing the cumulative distribution functions of the two light environments always
leads to images that convey the impression of a 3D object much stronger than one with
lower dynamic range. Photographers like Ansel Adams used it for striking photographs.
The lower dynamic range image looks flatter, and consequently the viewer perceives it
more as 2D surface on which spatial variations are easily discerned.
Examining the lightness distributions and using the second order statistics of skewness, which has previously been related to material appearance perception [Motoyoshi
et al. 2007], it can be observed that the values are quite different: the probability density
estimate for the point source has a higher absolute skewness (0.6) then the D65 probability density estimate (0.2). All of that indicates a higher spatial variation (noisier or
grainier image), which makes it harder to perceive changes. This explains the differences
concerning the obtained perceived dissimilarities.
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Figure 4.14: Breakdown of bumpiness, color contrast, and gloss SVBRDF variations. The red
border indicates an increase in glossiness. The black X represents the idealized variant.

Moving forward and trying to evaluate the influence of different lighting environments it might be a good idea to at least increase the intensity of the spot light so that the
median values are more similar. Adjusting the histograms of lightness distributions so
that the dynamic ranges are closer might also be worth considering. Having said that, the
question remains whether, after all those changes, the resulting images are still perceived
to be under a realistic spot light illumination.

4.4.2 SVBRDF Manipulation Effects
The data visualized in Figure 4.14 is the same as in Figure 4.10, except that it breaks apart
the SVBRDF variations based on bumpiness, color contrast, and glossiness. Bumpiness,
color contrast and gloss can be seen as the axes of a 3D space, where the ideal stimuli
is placed at the origin. The different stimuli that were used in the psychophysical tests
were scaled from the original material in each of the three axes (see Figure 4.4 for the
steps used). The centers of the circles in this figure represent those stimuli. For example
bumpiness was varied by either a factor of 0.1, 1, 1.5 or 2. The color contrast of the stimuli
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varied by a scalar of 1, 2 or 3. Gloss varied only by a factor of 1 or 2. Only 2 samples had
a gloss that was 1 step away from the original. Those two samples (variations 5 and 8)
are indicated with a red border. The dissimilarities resulting from the psychophysical test
are represented by the size of the circles.
Changes in color contrast resulted in bigger dissimilarities than changes in roughness.
This holds true for the chosen units. Using a stimuli like variation 7 that already has a high
color contrast and increasing both the bumpiness and the gloss doesn’t have much impact
on the perceived dissimilarity. The figure also shows that just changing color contrast
results in some dissimilarity, but then gradually increasing the bumpiness increases the
dissimilarity further. In summary, this figure shows the type of SVBDRF variations used
in the visual search tasks and their corresponding dissimilarities. Each SVBDRF variation
axis can change uniformity, and they can additively combine, although we have not yet
explored if this relationship is linear.

4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have begun studying the perception of appearance uniformity of 3D
printed materials. Uniformity is an important visual quality when 3D printing is used in
art and consumer products. We have defined appearance uniformity as a subset of the
appearance similarity problem. To our knowledge, this is the first user study to apply
the visual search task to study appearance perception. Previously it has been used to
explore attention and more primitive visual phenomena such as contrast gradients and
object silhouettes. In our work, it has successfully been used to model perceptual differences between appearances with complex, spatially-varying materials, while remaining
a simple and fast-paced task.
After analyzing the collected data, we have shown that the reciprocal of response time
in the visual search task remains a consistent perceptual measure across subjects and material variations. We have identified a number of effects that influence the appearance
uniformity of a material. Orientation within the printer bed was shown to be significant,
which emphasizes the need to include perceptual analysis of any algorithm for packing
and arranging objects in a printer. Post-processing the printed object can greatly improve
uniformity, which can be a useful addition to any printing process. We have also demonstrated that lighting and SVBRDF variations can interact in ways to emphasize or hide
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non-uniformities. The perceptual uniformity measurements for the real world materials
stands as its own contribution to the study of general appearance similarities.
Next, Chapter 5 extends this work by conducting another human-subject study that
measures appearance uniformity and develops an image-based metric for predicting uniformity. The scanned SVBRDFs of the 3D printed tiles are used prominently in the remaining chapters of this dissertation.
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A method is presented for perceptually characterizing appearance non-uniformities that
result from 3D printing. In contrast to physical measurements, the model is designed to
take into account the human visual system and variations in observer conditions such as
lighting, point of view, and shape. Additionally, it is capable of handling spatial reflectance
variations over a material’s surface. Motivated by Schrödinger’s line element approach
to studying color differences, an image-based psychophysical experiment that explores
paths between materials in appearance space is conducted. The line element concept
is extended from color to spatially-varying appearances–including color, roughness and
gloss-which enables the measurement of fine differences between appearances along a
path. We define two path functions, one interpolating reflectance parameters and other
interpolating the final imagery. An image-based uniformity model is developed, applying
a trained neural network to color differences calculated from images of the printed nonuniformities. The final model is shown to perform better than commonly used image
comparison algorithms, including spatial pattern classes that were not used in training.
Uniformity is of particular interest to us because of the role it plays in developing high
quality 3D printing technologies and processes. Outputting a smooth surface with homogeneous color requires the device to have high precision and consistency. The printing of
colored patterns or surface texture can in fact mask issues concerning the quality of the
output. The input appearances shown in Figure 5.1 highlight two physically-correct ren†

Adapted from [Ludwig, Meyer, Tastl, et al. 2018a].
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Figure 5.1: Visual representation of our neural network model that estimates perceived uniformity between two input images. The two images must be of similar appearances, where one
represents the uniformity reference point.

dered appearance images that differ in their spatial uniformity. The sources of appearance
non-uniformities in 3D printed materials is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
While most 2D consumer color paper printers are able to achieve satisfactory levels
of uniformity across a page, a 3D printer’s control over both macroscopic surface curves
and mesoscale bumps and texture present new challenges in measuring and quantifying
effects on appearance uniformity. Current 3D printers have not yet reached a comparable
quality level to their 2D counterparts, and they frequently introduce unintentional nonuniformities. This chapter seeks to characterize the perceptual dissimilarities in color,
surface, and other appearance non-uniformities that can occur in 3D printing. The resulting model, whose architecture is shown in Figure 5.1, acts as a metric that correctly
handles the effects of spatially-varying color, texture, and gloss on perceived uniformity.
It can be used to provide consistent judgments of print quality and of how well a digital
design matches the resulting printed output.
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5.1. Background
When developing any approximation to human perception, it is necessary to validate
it against actual human data. Utilizing the 3D printed materials presented in Chapter 4,
we present a psychophysical experiment that explores paths between the materials in
appearance space. The design and motivation for the study comes from [Schrödinger
1920]’s line-element approach to studying color differences. Perceptual line elements are
vectors through color space that encode the relative compactness and similarity of the
region around a specific color, and they represent a just-noticeable change from the reference. Section 5.2 presents the details of the experiment, and Section 5.3 summarizes the
key results.
Following that, we present our uniformity model in Section 5.4 and evaluate it in
comparison to existing image-based models. By relying solely on the imagery of the 3D
printed surfaces, this model can easily be extended to operate on appearances with unknown material descriptions. We show that our model performs better than past imagebased algorithms, particularly when the uniform target differs by more than just diffuse
color. Our approach is also more consistent at matching human responses under different lighting conditions compared to prior work. We conclude with a discussion of the
limitations of this study and the broader challenges of developing a complete perceptual
appearance metric, which are then addressed in Chapter 6.

5.1 Background
Uniformity is a spatially-varying appearance attribute that characterizes the perceived
homogeneity of a surface. Any perceived non-uniformities can be due to changes in surface color, roughness, texture, or any other material property. It is also dependent on the
lighting and viewing conditions, as they can mask or highlight differences over a surface.
Actual 3D printed materials are produced with various imperfections and spatial distortions in surface height, color, and roughness. Quantifying the perceived uniformity in
the presence of these variations can be used to guide improvements to the 3D printing
process.
Following the definition in Chapter 4, perceptual uniformity can be quantified as
the dissimilarity between the appearance under question and a homogeneous or nearhomogeneous ideal material. Specifically, for an appearance, , and its ideal, I( ), the
non-uniformity with respect to that ideal is given by the perceptual distance function
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U ( , I( )) → ℝ. While U could be described by a general appearance metric, the constraint that I( ) be similar yet more uniform than makes modeling U substantially
easier in this context.
We use the appearances and uniformity judgments from Chapter 4. A total of 288
appearance images, consisting of 144 different SVBRDFs of 3D printed material rendered
with two lighting conditions, were prepared from a set of 9 actual printed 3D printed tiles.
The source tiles were printed in three base colors–purple, cyan, and green–and oriented
at three different angles with respect to the Z axis of the printer. The 9 materials were
scanned using an X-Rite TAC7 device, then put through a post-processing procedure to
reduce surface roughness and increase glossiness, and then re-scanned to create a total of
18 high-quality SVBRDFs. Renderings of these initial appearances are shown in Figure 4.3.
Each of the initial 18 SVBRDFs were processed to generate an ideal material definition
with minimal color or surface abnormalities, as well as 7 variants with increased nonuniformities in bumpiness, glossiness, diffuse albedo, or combinations thereof.
The virtual generation process resulted in sets of 8 appearances with consistent spatial
patterns produced by the original printing process. Within each set, the appearances
shared an ideal appearance description calculated by reducing spatial contrast and height
irregularities. This virtual representation can conveniently produce novel appearance
images to be used in psychometric studies. Chapter 4 measured appearance uniformity
for the original 288 appearances by using the visual search paradigm [Arun 2012]. In
order to properly model how perceived uniformity changes near the ideal, we present a
new study inspired by [Schrödinger 1920]’s line element approach to measuring perceived
color differences. We use this experiment to augment the previously described uniformity
measurements from the existing 3D printing appearance dataset collected in Chapter 4.

5.1.1 Line Elements and Appearance
Given two appearances, and I( ), a curve between the two can be represented as M (𝛼)
such that M (0) = and M (1) = I( ). A curve like this can be broken into perceptual
line elements such that the perceived distance between the end points of each line element
corresponds to a single just noticeable difference. The perceived length of the path is the
number of line elements it contains, and the perceived distance between the endpoints is
the minimum path length.
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We propose an extension of this concept to make it continuous. First, we introduce
the just noticeable difference function for a path as ΔM (𝛼) ∶ [0, 1] → [0, 1]. The Δ
function returns the positive delta to the nearest point on the curve after 𝛼 that is just
noticeably different from the appearance of M (𝛼). Second, instead of counting discrete
1 dM
elements, we define the path length in terms of a line integral, so || M || = ∫0 |||| 𝑖𝑗 |||| d𝛼.
d𝛼
In a perceptual space, the norm of the derivative of M can be approximated using the Δ
1
d M ||
. Thus, the distance between and I( ) is the minimum path
function: ||||
|| ≈
length,

d𝛼

ΔM (𝛼)

1

U ( , ( )) = min ∫
M𝑖𝑗

0

1

ΔM (𝛼)

d𝛼

(5.1)

By integrating over arbitrary sub-intervals [ , ] ⊂ [0, 1], the distance between M ( ) and
M ( ) can be computed in terms of the original path. With the linear mapping, ( − )𝛼 + ,
and the substitution rule, it can be shown that
U (M ( ), M ( )) = ∫

1

ΔM (𝛼)

d𝛼

(5.2)

Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 form the basis of the psychometric experiment presented in this chapter. By sampling the Δ function at specific intervals along a curve
between a 3D printed appearance and its ideal, it can be approximated and used to estimate U for appearances on the curve arbitrarily close to the ideal.
We defined two different curve functions to explore how the specific function for M
impacts the final calculated U for an appearance pair. MBRDF interpolates all SVBRDF
parameters between the surfaces using perceptually linear scales for diffuse and specular
colors [Sharma et al. 2004] and gloss [Ferwerda et al. 2001]. The output image is the rendering of the interpolated SVBRDF parameters. MRGB forms output appearance images
by interpolating the per-pixel colors of the two input appearance images. The inspiration
for these appearance curves comes from our earlier work on light field morphing [Ludwig, Berrier, et al. 2015], which demonstrated the effectiveness of image-based morphing
at highlighting appearance differences between the two targets. An example comparison
between the two curves’ behaviors is shown in Figure 5.2.
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MBRDF

𝛼 =0

MRGB

𝛼 =0

𝛼 =1

𝛼 =1

Figure 5.2: An appearance curve for MBRDF (top row) and MRGB (bottom row). The most significant difference between the two paths is the shape of the specular highlight, which is most visible
in the underlined column.

5.2 Experiment
The purpose of the experiment was to measure the Δ function for the six appearance
pairs at the top of Figure 5.3. The top row represents the non-uniform appearance and
the bottom represents the target ideal appearance. The appearances 𝑇1 and 𝑇3 correspond
to dissimilarity comparisons originally evaluated in the visual search task from Chapter 4.
They are included to check consistency between the two measurement procedures. For
appearances 𝑇4 through 𝑇6 , the target appearance is intentionally less ideal, such as when
a material’s ideal reflects what a printing device is capable of producing, even if that is
not yet perfect.
Each subject was assigned either MBRDF or MRGB , but evaluated all six appearance
pairs using the assigned curve function. To measure each curves’ Δ function, the paths
were sampled at 𝛼 ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} to form a set of 30 reference appearances. A
forced-choice paired-comparison task was then developed to identify the just noticeable
difference threshold for each reference. The thresholds define the Δ function at the refer82
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Threshold Experiment (11 subjects MBRDF , 11 subjects MRGB )
𝑇1

𝑇2

⇓

𝑇3

⇓

𝑇4

⇓

𝑇5

⇓

Validation Experiment (7 subjects MBRDF only)
𝑉1

𝑉2

⇓

𝑉3

⇓

𝑉4

⇓

𝑇6

⇓

𝑉5

⇓

⇓

𝑉6

⇓

⇓

Figure 5.3: The top block displays the six appearance pairs whose Δ functions were in the primary
experiment. The image above each arrow specifies 𝛼 = 0 and the image below, 𝛼 = 1. The bottom
block displays the six appearance pairs that were evaluated in a follow-up experiment. The bottom
appearances have novel spatial patterns because the tiles were printed at 60° and 90° with respect
to the axis.
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Figure 5.4: A cropped screenshot of the user interface for the forced-choice threshold measuring
task. The top appearance is the target, subjects must select the left or right image in the bottom
row that most closely matches the target. The subject’s selection is shown with the white border.

ence samples points of the curve; once all thresholds were measured, the full Δ function
can be estimated by fitting a smooth function to the data.
Figure 5.4 presents the user interface for the forced-choice comparison task. The top
image represents the reference, and the left and right images were randomly assigned
a copy of the reference and the current test appearance image. Subjects had up to 3
seconds to make a choice between the left and right images, specified using the keyboard.
A Bayesian stair-stepping process based on [Kontsevich et al. 1999] was used to determine
the test appearances for each reference. Depending on a subject’s response correctness,
the next test image would be more or less similar to the reference. When the test image is
within visual detection threshold of the reference, the probability of picking the correct
side approaches = 0.5. Beyond the threshold, tends towards 1.
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The adaptive procedure would continue iterating with new test positions along the
path until the threshold estimate converged. Stochastic simulation of this procedure indicated that the threshold for a specific reference was reliably estimated within 20 trials.
This was used as an upper bound for estimation to help cap the time length of the experiment to 30 minutes per subject. To avoid ordering effects, trials for all 30 reference
images were randomly intermixed.
Experimental Setup
A total of 22 subjects participated. 11 subjects were assigned to MRGB and the remaining
11 to MBRDF . All subjects had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity and were tested
to be color normal before participating. Subject ages ranged between 18 and 55, with 12
subjects being male and 10 female.
The experiments were conducted in a dark room on a 24 inch Dell monitor with a
resolution of 1920 × 1080. The monitor was confirmed calibrated to the sRGB industry
standard. The three images shown in each trial were downsampled to 300 × 300 and each
occupied a visual angle of approximately 6.4°.
Section 5.3 analyzes the measurements of the 12 Δ functions sampled by this experiment.
Validation Study
The 3D printed appearances used in the above study and in the original visual search
task were limited to using SVBRDF measurements from tiles printed at 0°, 10°, or 45°
degrees. The print angle of the tiles produced qualitatively similar spatial patterns within
each group. We produced a small set of new appearance images from tiles printed at 60°
and 90° degrees to act as a validation test for our developed model. These materials are
visually similar to the original appearances but feature new spatial patterns produced by
the different print bed orientation.
The six appearance pairs in the bottom block of Figure 5.3 were used in a second
iteration of the study described above, in place of the original six. A total of 7 subjects
participated in this follow-up, three of whom participated in the original. All subjects
were presented with the MBRDF curve function. Subject ages ranged from 18 to 30, with
4 being male and 3 female. The stimuli were presented in the same dark room on the
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Figure 5.5: Plots of the measured Δ functions for the two appearance paths for 𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , and 𝑇3 .
Each dashed line represents a smoothed curve fit to the subjects’ thresholds at each reference. The
solid line is (Δ), equal to the mean of the dashed lines.

same monitor as before. The distances derived from these measurements are not used
in the development of the model presented in Section 5.4, but are used to evaluate its
performance on new spatial patterns in an appearance image.

5.3 Results
The measured Δ functions of the 𝑇𝑖 appearances using the MBRDF and MRGB functions
are shown in Figure 5.5 (for 𝑇1 , 𝑇2 and 𝑇3 ) and Figure 5.6 (for 𝑇4 , 𝑇5 , and 𝑇6 ). Each dashed
line is a smoothed spline fit to the just noticeable difference thresholds measured at 𝛼 ∈
{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}. The solid line in each plot is the average of those subject Δ functions.
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Figure 5.6: Plots of the measured Δ functions for the two appearance paths for 𝑇4 , 𝑇5 , and 𝑇6 .
Each dashed line represents a smoothed curve fit to the subjects’ thresholds at each reference. The
solid line is (Δ), equal to the mean of the dashed lines.

It is denoted (Δ) and summarizes the expected just noticeable difference behavior of the
sampled subjects.
The two curve functions produce unique paths through appearance space, with particularly noticeable changes for 𝑇4 , 𝑇5 and 𝑇6 . These three appearance pairs feature the
most significant changes to glossiness across the images, so it is not surprising that image
interpolation behaves differently from BRDF interpolation in that circumstance. When
the appearance transition is dominated by diffuse albedo (pairs 𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , and 𝑇3 ), the two
modes are similar.
The qualitative spatial uniformity of the ideal target has a noticeable impact on the
shape of the Δ function measured using MBRDF . The smoother the appearance is, the
more sensitive humans are to any deviation from that appearance, which is shown by
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Figure 5.7: Summary of path lengths calculated from the Δ functions shown in Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6. This shows both the median distance for the subjects (with error bars showing standard
error), and the distance estimate from the (Δ) functions (solid line in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6).

much smaller delta values near 𝛼 = 1. 𝑇4 and 𝑇6 show that this trend continues even
when the ideal target features a glossy highlight. 𝑇5 utilized an “ideal” that was itself
fairly non-uniform, more so than the others. Not surprisingly, this produces a flatter Δ
function.
Figure 5.7 presents the results of Equation 5.1 applied to MBRDF and MRGB for each 𝑇𝑖 .
The low saturation bars show the median path length, calculated with each subject’s Δ
function. Error bars on those bars represent the standard error of the subject distribution
for each appearance pair. The saturated bars show the path length estimate calculated
from the expected (Δ) function of each appearance pair.
MBRDF and MRGB produce consistent non-uniformity measurements for each 𝑇𝑖 , even
though they were evaluated with distinct subject sets. The mean Δ functions are also
consistent estimates of path length with respect to each subjects’ measurement; the one
exception being MRGB for 𝑇3 , where the mean Δ function substantially underestimates
non-uniformity compared to the subject distribution. The correlation coefficient between
the path lengths for MRGB and MBRDF is 0.9691 making the image-interpolation path a
remarkably accurate estimator even though it had no knowledge of SVBRDF parameters.
The non-uniformity measurements collected via this experiment were very consistent
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with the measurements from Chapter 4. The ratio of U (𝑇1 ) to U (𝑇3 ) as measured by
this study (1.9523) is almost identical to the ratio determined by visual search (1.9528).
We find these ratios to be remarkably similar even though completely different study
methodologies were employed on distinct sets of subjects.

5.4 Modeling Appearance Uniformity
Unlike the work of [Ferwerda et al. 2001; Gkioulekas et al. 2013; Wills et al. 2009], which
sought to find relationships between specific physical appearance parameters and perceived distance along an appearance dimension, an image-based metric can operate on
images from any source, including photographs. In situations where the SVBRDF or
other physical model of the material may be unknown or unavailable, an image-based
metric is more powerful and flexible. We evaluated past image difference predictors by
how well they match the measured appearance non-uniformities. We develop a neural
network-based predictor that performs better.
Before continuing, we provide a brief description of the collections of human uniformity measurements used in our evaluation. We keep the datasets separate because they
differ in terms of measurement methodology, lighting conditions for the simulations, and
spatial characteristics caused by the printing configuration. To account for differences in
scale across the measurement methods and image metrics, all reported distance estimates
have been scaled such that each metrics’ estimate of U (𝑇3 ) is equal to 1.
• {U ( 65)} - The original 144 materials measured by visual search from [Ludwig,
Moroney, et al. 2018], lit using a simulated D65 light booth.

• {U (
)} - The same 144 material pairings as {U ( 65)} but lit with a white spotlight
to represent a less general lighting condition.
• {U (𝑇𝑖 )} - The six pairs at the top of Figure 5.3 simulated under a D65 light booth,
measured in the main experiment.
• {U (𝑉𝑖 )} - The bottom six pairs of Figure 5.3, measured in the follow-up validation
experiment.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized measured and estimated appearance distances on the {U (𝑇𝑖 )} dataset. The
measured perceived data is shown in red. Our model’s predicted distances are in blue and existing
metrics are in shades of gray. 𝑇3 is not shown because it was used to define the normalization
scale.

5.4.1 Existing Image Metrics
The five existing image difference metrics we evaluated are summarized below. These
models have a varying degree of complexity in how they handle color differences and
how they operate spatially over image regions:
• Δ𝑅
- The mean per-pixel
[Gkioulekas et al. 2013].

2

norm of the cubed roots of the RGB values

• Δ ’00 - A modification of Δ𝑅
that replaces the color difference metric with the
more perceptually uniform Δ ’00 [Sharma et al. 2004].

• S-CIELAB - A spatially-aware filter for Δ [Zhang and Wandell 1997].

• perceptualdiff - A metric that models the human visual system [Yee et al. 2001].
• HDR-VDP 2.2.1 - A newer visual difference predictor in the same vein as perceptualdiff. [Mantiuk, Kim, et al. 2011].
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Figure 5.8 highlights the poor behavior of existing models on the six appearances in
{U (𝑇𝑖 )}. Appearance pairs 𝑇4 , 𝑇5 , and 𝑇6 have noticeable shifts in diffuse albedo, although
in these cases it is a uniform shift across the entire surface. They also feature large regions displaying white specular highlights that are mismatched between each pairs’ and
( ) images. As is to be expected, such a low frequency change does not impact human
judgment of uniformity since that change is along a different dimension of appearance.
The failings of existing approaches to accurately model human behavior necessitated the
development of a new appearance metric targeting the 3D printed appearances that were
studied.

5.4.2 Neural Network Uniformity Metric
Given that prior image difference predictors lend too much importance to low frequency
changes in appearance, we developed an approach that built upon existing color difference
work but provided more flexibility in dealing with differences at various frequency levels.
The high-level diagram of the algorithm was shown earlier in Figure 5.1. The mean perpixel Δ ’00 color difference is calculated for a hierarchy of resolutions, as well as the mean
2 differences between the derived Laplacian pyramids [Burt et al. 1983]. This vector of
color differences encodes how the appearances differ over a range of frequencies and
forms the input feature set for a simple neural network. The neural network was then
trained to match human behavior.
Algorithm 1 Calculate a feature vector for a pair of images.
Require: and are square images of the same size.
1: 𝑖 ← [256, 128, 64, 32, 16]
Generate standard image pyramids, where refers to or :
2: 𝑖 ← S al T ( , 𝑖 (𝑖))
3: ( 𝑖 ) ← La la ia ( 𝑖 , 𝑖+1 )
Generate blended image pyramids, where refers to or :
4:
5 ← ( 5 + 5 )/2
5:
𝑖 ← ( ( 𝑖 ) + ( 𝑖 ))/2
6:
( 𝑖 ) ← ( 𝑖 )+S al T (
𝑖+1 , 𝑖 (𝑖))
Compute mean per-pixel differences for feature vector:
7: return [Δ ( , ), Δ ( 1 , 1 ), … , Δ ( 5 , 5 ),
Δ ( ( 1 ), ( 1 )), … , Δ ( ( 4 ), ( 4 )),
|| ( 1 ) − ( 1 )||2 , … , || ( 4 ) − ( 4 )||2 ]

▷ ∀𝑖 ∈ [1 ∶ 5]
▷ ∀𝑖 ∈ [4 ∶ 1]
▷ ∀𝑖 ∈ [4 ∶ 1]
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Algorithm 1 lists the procedure that calculates the neural network features for a pair
of input appearance images. While it can hypothetically operate on any two appearances,
we trained it under the expectation that one image is a relatively similar appearance representing the ideal target. Initially, it builds partial image pyramids, [ 𝑖 ] and [ 𝑖 ], for the
appearance and its uniform target , using square images at 256, 128, 64, 32, and 16
pixels per side. The remaining levels of the pyramid were found to have little additional
information. Laplacian difference pyramids, [ ( 𝑖 )] and [ ( 𝑖 )], are calculated from the
pyramids for each input image. The Laplacian images capture the specific patterns at each
resolution.
Lastly, two blended image pyramids, [ ( 𝑖 )] and [ ( 𝑖 )], are reconstructed from the
two Laplacian pyramids by averaging the lower resolution images between the two pyramids, and adding the individual higher resolution images. Each pair of images in the
blended pyramid contains the resolution-specific features of each appearance anchored
to the average appearance up to that resolution. The mean per-pixel Δ ’00 color difference is calculated between and , each 𝑖 and 𝑖 , and each ( 𝑖 ) and ( 𝑖 ) image pair.
The mean per-pixel 2 difference is calculated between each ( 𝑖 ) and ( 𝑖 ) image pair.
The 14-element feature vector calculated by Algorithm 1 is then input into a fullyconnected neural network, implemented using the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox
[Mathworks Inc. 2018]. Different subsets of the full feature vector were evaluated, but
they did not achieve the same accuracy or consistency. While a variety of network structures were explored, it was found that a single layer containing four hidden nodes connected to a single output layer worked best. The hidden layer uses the hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid as its activation function, and the output node uses a simple linear function. The
training process for the weights and biases of the neural network is described below.
Training
Training images were taken from the first three datasets. The last dataset, {U (𝑉𝑖 )}, was
fully withheld from training to act as a completely novel set of appearances, featuring new
spatial patterns, to act as validation for the model. Since each of {U ( 65)} and {U (
)}
consist of 144 appearance pairs and their distances, the 6-pair {U (𝑇𝑖 )} is augmented to
produce additional training examples.
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Table 5.1: Top table displays withheld test set accuracy, with training dataset breakdown. Bottom
table compares accuracy of existing metrics and our model (italic) for all appearances in three
datasets. Top performers are in bold. Absolute error is measured by RMSE; correlations are shown
in parentheses as 𝑅 2 values.

Test RMSE (R2 ) During Training

Our Model

{U ( 65)}

0.15 (0.6)

{U (

Δ RGB
Δ ’00
S-CIELAB
perceptualdiff
HDR-VDP
Our Model

{U ( 65)}

0.18 (0.6)
0.20 (0.6)
0.23 (0.5)
0.28 (0.3)
0.20 (0.6)
0.14 (0.7)

0.11 (0.8)

)} {U (𝑇𝑖 )}

{U (𝑉𝑖 )}

0.11 (0.8)

Net RMSE (R2 )

{U (

Union

)} {U (𝑇𝑖 )}

0.20 (0.7)
0.12 (0.7)
0.41 (0.7)
0.38 (0.2)
0.36 (0.6)
0.13 (0.8)

0.03 (0.9)

0.91 (0.2)
0.83 (0.1)
1.65 (0.3)
0.55 (0.0)
0.70 (0.3)
0.05 (1.0)

0.26 (0.8)
0.29 (0.8)
0.23 (0.8)
0.43 (0.1)
0.21 (0.9)
0.17 (0.8)

By evaluating MBRDF at any two points, the curve provides additional realistic,
physically-plausible appearance images. The perceived distance between those sampled images can be estimated using Equation 5.2. The paths were regularly sampled
along 𝛼 intervals in increments of 0.1, e.g. (𝛼𝑖 , 𝛼𝑗 ) ∈ {(0.0, 0.1), … , (0.9, 1.0)}. Each path
sampled in this manner formed 55 additional appearance pairs and distance estimates,
for a total of 330 elements in the augmented {U (𝑇𝑖 )} dataset.
A fixed, equal number of samples were withheld from each of the three datasets to
form test and validation sets. The validation set was used to perform early stopping to
prevent over-fitting. The test set was fully withheld from training and provides an estimate at how well the network generalizes to new inputs. The Levenberg-Marquardt
optimization algorithm [Hagan et al. 2014] was used to train the weights and biases of
the final layer.
Evaluation
Table 5.1 summarizes the results of our model and existing models on the various appearance uniformity datasets. The top section shows the test RMSE values for the samples
that were withheld during training, which are very similar to the overall performance of
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our model. This indicates that our model should generalize well to appearances similar
in nature to the materials that were used during training.
As is clear, none of the existing techniques perform consistently well on every dataset.
The overall error rate and correlation with respect to human measurements for our model
showed substantial improvement when compared to all existing metrics that were reviewed. {U (𝑉𝑖 )} was used as additional validation for our model’s generality since it contains appearances with novel patterns, but otherwise fits within the domain of uniformity
measurement for 3D printed materials.
The error rate of our model on this novel dataset is comparable to its other performances and continues to out perform existing approaches. While existing image difference predictors could conditionally approach similar error rates, they struggled when the
material and its ideal target differed due to more complex appearance changes.

5.5 Discussion
This chapter demonstrates a novel approach to characterizing the non-uniformities that
result from 3D printing. Building off the 3D printed color appearances previously studied
using a visual search psychophysical study, we presented a new human subjects study to
evaluate the perceptual rate of change between an appearance and an ideal target. These
appearances feature spatial color variations, different gloss levels, and mesoscale bump
profiles. After analyzing the collected human measurements, we successfully trained a
small neural network built around a simple hierarchical image feature set that could accurately match the perceived non-uniformities. The neural network model performed better
and more consistently than commonly used image-based difference metrics, including on
materials with completely unique spatial patterns.
We acknowledge that the range of appearances studied in this work is a focused subset of all possible appearances. This was done so that the problem was approachable and
so that our solution could immediately be applied to real-world 3D printing issues. The
success of the neural network approach to measuring uniformity provides a powerful
incentive to continue collecting datasets of human appearance judgments. While uniformity is only one of the many appearance dimensions for spatially-varying materials, it
still represents a step beyond past appearance research that constrained the problem to
homogeneous materials. The techniques presented here can be repeated for novel ap94
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pearance images to build a collection large enough to train a deep convolutional neural
network that has more expressive power than our current model.
A limitation of the two appearance distance datasets that have been collected thus
far is that they strictly target appearance uniformity. While appearance uniformity is
a subset of the general appearance distance problem, finding a solution to that problem
requires far more detailed comparisons between appearance images. The next chapter
employs a crowd-sourced study that collects a far richer set of comparisons between the
3D printed appearances we have designed. Using that expanded dataset we are able to
move beyond the comparatively simple neural network model from this chapter and train
a deep convolutional neural network.
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Having developed experience conducting psychophysical experiments in more limited
scenarios, this chapter pushes the boundary to develop a scalable approach for full
spatially-varying material measurement and prediction. A holistic method is presented
for measuring and characterizing the perceived differences between spatially-varying appearances. Methods previously employed to study gloss are extended to evaluate materials produced by 3D printing, which feature both structured and stochastic patterns in
color, gloss, and surface texture. Paired comparison judgments between these appearances are efficiently collected using a cloud-based ranking study. These comparisons are
used to derive an embedded metric space using stochastic triplet embedding, a form of
multidimensional scaling. This space is interpolated and the resulting dense set of appearance images are used to train a deep convolutional neural network that predicts perceived
distance between two images. The approach is shown to perform better than commonly
used image comparison algorithms and is able to predict reasonable orderings for novel
appearance images.
A computational mechanism for appearance matching is formally an appearance difference metric, from Section 2.3.1, and has many applications as previously discussed.
As 3D printing technology improves, it becomes more and more important to have a
perceptually-oriented way to quantify a printer’s output, such as its uniformity as ex†

Adapted from [Ludwig, Meyer, Tastl, et al. 2018b] and utilizes the ranking task from [Moroney et al.
2018].
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plored in the prior two chapters. Once fully developed, such a metric would supersede
past appearance research. It would gracefully behave as a color difference metric [Sharma
et al. 2004], glossiness metric [Ferwerda et al. 2001; Wills et al. 2009], and translucency
metric [Gkioulekas et al. 2013]. Real-world material scanners could use the appearance
metric to optimize for perceptual parameters instead of physical parameters. Similarly,
it could be used as a visual equivalence [Bolin et al. 1998; Ramanarayanan et al. 2007]
measure to optimize parameters for rendering applications.
There are two key challenges with developing a general appearance metric at this
point. The first is accounting for spatial variations in a material and how materials behave
in complex lighting environments. Spatial variation and lighting play important roles in
the perception of materials [Fleming 2014; Fleming et al. 2003] and must be taken into
account by an appearance metric. Unfortunately this greatly increases the experimental
variables one must consider when evaluating appearance. The second challenge is to
provide a framework that makes expanding and combining separate perception studies
possible. Given the first challenge, it is highly unlikely a solution will come about by a
single study and instead will be built gradually by successive data collection efforts.
We attempt to address these two challenges in this chapter. Our approach is shown
in Figure 6.1. Paired-comparisons between appearance image triplets are efficiently collected using a ranking task deployed to the cloud. As noted in [Wills et al. 2009], comparisons are a more robust way to measure perception that helps avoid human biases. It
is also more universal, since the results of a perceptual study that directly measures distances can be converted to a set of paired comparisons. Combined with crowd-sourcing,
the efficiency of the ranking task makes it possible to evaluate many appearances in a
short span of time, thus allowing us to measure the perception of spatially-varying appearances.
The ranking task represents an improvement over the three previous psychometric
studies. While the studies presented in the previous three chapters were all able to measure appearance attributes of spatially-varying materials, the study designs’ scalability
suffered. Both the method-of-adjustment task in Chapter 3 and the forced-choice threshold task in Chapter 5 were very time consuming, taxing, and were limited in the number
of appearances each subject could consider. While the visual search task from Chapter 4
was more timely, deploying it to the cloud to increase subject availability leads to chal-
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Figure 6.1: A high-level overview of our extensible process for building a spatially-varying appearance distance metric. 1: Efficiently collect many paired-comparisons using a ranking experiment and crowd-sourcing. 2: Use generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling to infer a Euclidean space satisfying the human responses. 3: Interpolate appearances across space to densely
sample the inferred appearance space. 4: Use dense sampling to train a deep neural network to
predict appearance distance from images.
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lenges. Its interface requires much more control over the resolution and physical size of
the display device given the sheer number of appearances presented at one time.
Generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling, specifically -STE [Maaten et al.
2012], is used to convert the set of paired comparisons into a metric embedding that respects the input constraints. With sufficient appearance examples and comparisons, such
an embedding will describe a perceptually linear metric space. Due to the ubiquity of
paired comparisons, it is also comparatively simple to combine data across experiments,
which we show with a simulated experiment in Section 6.3.3. The appearance examples
originally evaluated can be interpolated across the embedding, producing a dense sampling of the appearance space.
The dense sampling of appearance images can be used to train a deep convolutional
neural network (dCNN) to predict the distance between appearances using only their
imagery and known knowledge of lighting condition or physical representation. While
there are many potential dCNN architectures, we present a Siamese architecture based on
the early layers of AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012], which was then trained via transfer
learning [Yosinski et al. 2014]. Moving forward, neural network architectures will likely
be the most feasible way to model a general appearance metric. While it was possible
to derive functional models for color, gloss, and other isolated appearance dimensions,
dCNNs provide a powerful way to automatically derive a unified model that is well-suited
to spatially-varying appearance.
In addition to showing the effectiveness of the approach outlined above, this work
seeks to characterize the perceptual dissimilarities in color, roughness, gloss, and other
non-uniformities that can occur in 3D printing. We restrict our perceptual study to
spatially-varying appearances produced by a multi-jet fusion printer, allowing us to explore the more complex space while keeping the problem tractable and applicable to an
industrial problem. Given our success by restricting the scope of materials considered,
we recommend continuing the approach of studying incremental, manageable appearance datasets.
In Section 6.1 we present background and appearance theory that provides the foundation for the approach just described. Section 6.2 describes our crowd-based ranking
task and the 3D printed appearance stimuli. Section 6.3 summarizes the results of the
perceptual study and demonstrates the power of non-metric multidimensional scaling.
We additionally simulate a follow-up perceptual experiment, using several simple heuris99
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tics to provide additional paired comparisons, to show how additional perception datasets
can be integrated. Section 6.4 describes our neural network architecture and training, as
well as comparison to the performance of existing image difference predictors. Lastly,
Section 6.5 concludes with a summary of our results and highlights a promising path
forwards for completing a general appearance metric.

6.1 Background
Understanding and modeling human perception of spatially-varying appearance remains
an open challenge that is now becoming an approachable problem. This first started with
measurements of how mesoscale surface structure affects appearance [Padilla et al. 2008;
Qi et al. 2012], which also includes the work presented in Chapter 3. Unfortunately they
were limited to fairly synthetic appearances, constructing them functionally and then simulating their reflectance. The combination of readily available 3D printers and improved
material scanning devices makes it possible to create real materials with controlled variations and still manipulate and evaluate them virtually.
3D printed materials represent a desirable category of real-world surfaces to study.
First, while full-color 3D printing is being developed [Brunton et al. 2015], most printed
objects are meant to be a single color. Thus, the spatially-varying gamut is constrained to
a manageable size. The majority of spatial variations come from a mixture of structural
and stochastic non-uniformities deviating from the intended smooth, solid-color surface.
Second, incorporating perceptual models into the printing process can make significant
improvements on the perceived quality of the output [Wang, Chao, et al. 2015].
Even with the constrained range of spatially-varying appearances, careful experimental design and analysis are needed. Inspired by [Wills et al. 2009]’s work on glossy perception , we present an experiment that collects paired comparisons between 3D printed
materials and uses generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling [Agarwal et al. 2007]
to compute a valid metric embedding. Taking advantage of advances since Wills’ work,
we will use the variant -STE (stochastic triplet embedding) [Maaten et al. 2012] that exhibits better generalization with sparse inputs.
A paired comparison is a relation between three appearances, 1 , 2 and 3 , that declares ( 1 , 3 ) < ( 2 , 3 ) (or vice versa). The commonly employed forced-choice study
design that asks subjects to select which candidate image best matches a third reference
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produces a single paired comparison. In order to better support the sheer number of
stimuli possible with spatially-varying appearances, a ranking task that more efficiently
generates paired comparisons can be employed instead [Tsogo et al. 2000]. The ranking
task presents an unordered list of candidate appearances along with a reference appearance. Subjects must rearrange the candidates from most to least similar to the reference.
If there are candidates, a valid ranking provides ( ) paired comparisons, which rep2
resents significantly more information gained with little lost in terms of task complexity.
Each pair of candidate images produces a unique paired comparison with respect to the
reference appearance.
Once sufficient paired comparisons are collected, generalized multidimensional scaling optimizes a set of Euclidean coordinates for each appearance, such that the number of
violated comparisons is minimized. The resulting metric space provides an approximation for a subspace of appearances, 𝔸, described in Section 2.3. The completeness of the
space is only limited by the range of appearances that were first evaluated by human subjects. While deriving such a metric space can be useful on its own, we extend the power of
deep neural networks for image comparison [Zagoruyko et al. 2015] to develop an imagebased approximation of
that requires no knowledge of the physical parameters that
produced the appearance images. We use the embedding derived from -STE to improve
the model’s training. Since the neural network model is image-based, this approach can
gracefully adapt to the truly spatially-varying appearances previously manufactured and
scanned in Chapter 4.
The next section presents the details of such a ranking study, using 3D printed appearances that feature spatial variations in color, gloss, and texture. Section 6.3 presents
the results of that study, including the embedding derived by the -STE multidimensional
scaling algorithm. To bring it full circle, Section 6.4 describes a deep convolutional neural
network implementation of trained against the derived metric space.

6.2 Experiment
To demonstrate the effectiveness of paired comparison data and the capabilities of the
ranking study paradigm, we conducted a crowd-sourced psychophysical study asking
volunteers to rearrange complex, spatially-varying appearances by their similarity to a
reference appearance. We first present the appearance images chosen, then we show the
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specific ranking tasks that were evaluated, and finally we describe the developed experimental interface and protocol.

6.2.1 Appearance Imagery
An important goal of this work was to measure human comparisons between materials
that feature spatially-varying reflectance changes over their surface. To keep the problem manageable we focused on a subset of spatially-varying materials produced by 3D
printing from Chapter 4. Twelve reference materials–shown in the top rows of Figure 6.2
(purple), Figure 6.3 (cyan), and Figure 6.4 (green)–were physically manufactured by a 3D
printer. The nine references were produced by printing small tiles in three colors: purple ( ), cyan ( ), and green ( ). The tiles were oriented at three different angles with
respect to the -axis of the print bed, producing qualitatively similar but still distinct spatial patterns. The last three references were formed by coating the base tile to smooth
its mesoscale height profile, increase glossiness, and increase its color saturation. The
coated materials are named after their source material, by surrounding the source’s name
in (). All appearance images are rendered photorealistically using the D65 light booth
and geometry shown in Figure 2.1.
To form the remaining stimuli images, the reference materials were scanned by an
X-Rite TAC7∗ device, providing an accurate Ward SVBRDF representation of each [Ward
1992]. Digital modifications were made to these SVBRDFs to produce similar appearances
that had controlled manipulations along specific appearance dimensions. The materials
were modified digitally to ensure that the spatial patterning remained consistent with the
original; available 3D printers do not yet have the precision and accuracy to reproduce
the required surface and reflectance modifications.
The first group of stimuli variants were formed by scaling the mesoscale height deviation from the surface by different factors. Each reference’s bumpiness was scaled by 0.1,
2.0, and 4.0. The effects of the bumpiness scaling are shown in rows two through four of
each of Figure 6.2 (purple), Figure 6.3 (cyan), and Figure 6.4 (green). The second group
of stimuli variants were formed by scaling the spatially-varying Weber contrast of each
reference’s diffuse and specular albedo by 0.1, 2.0, and 3.0. Weber contrast was measured
with respect to the median albedo for each material. The effects of the contrast scaling are
∗

https://www.xrite.com/categories/appearance/tac7
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Figure 6.2: The four purple reference appearances and their six digitally modified variations with
different degrees of albedo contrast or bumpiness. These 24 appearances make up one third of the
stimuli used in the 30 ranking tasks described in Figure 6.5. See Figure 6.3 for cyan and Figure 6.4
for green.
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Figure 6.3: The four cyan reference appearances and their six digitally modified variations with
different degrees of albedo contrast or bumpiness. These 24 appearances make up one third of the
stimuli used in the 30 ranking tasks described in Figure 6.5. See Figure 6.2 for purple and Figure 6.4
for green.
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Figure 6.4: The four green reference appearances and their six digitally modified variations with
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shown in rows five through seven of Figure 6.2 (purple), Figure 6.3 (cyan), and Figure 6.4
(green). The specific scale factors were chosen to create perceptually noticeable changes
in the reference’s appearance.
All scanned and modified materials were made into appearance images with the same
set of extrinsic parameters, in order that they be directly comparable. The materials were
rendered with a lighting environment modeled after a D65 light booth frequently used for
material evaluation in industrial design. Given the already large number of appearance
variations produced, we chose to limit the set of stimuli to a single extrinsic configuration. However, the experimental and modeling techniques described here do not preclude
evaluating extrinsic variations as well.
By restricting our study to this constrained set of spatially-varying appearances, we
are able to both approach the problem of spatially-varying appearance perception and see
how our results could be applied to the industrial application of calibrating and measuring
3D printer quality. Similarly constrained appearance sets–such as fabrics or woods–can
be used to incrementally advance this line of research.

6.2.2 Sorting Tasks
The 84 appearances shown in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4 were organized into 30
ranking tasks. Each task consisted of one of the 12 reference appearances and a selection
of 6 variants. The 30 tasks were broken into four blocks, 𝑇1 through 𝑇4 , that each measured the interaction effects of two of the manipulated appearance variables. The four
blocks and examples for each are shown in Figure 6.5. The complete task specification is
included in Appendix B.1.
The block 𝑇1 requires subjects to rank the three bumpy and three contrast variants
with respect to the originating reference. For instance, with target 0 , subjects are presented with six variations in 0 column of Figure 6.2. 𝑇1 contains nine such tasks, one for
each of the uncoated reference materials.
𝑇2 requires subjects to rank the three bumpy variations of both the original reference
and coated reference. As an example, if the target were either 0 or ( 0 ), then the three
bumpy variations of both 0 and ( 0 ) would be presented. 𝑇2 contains six tasks, one for
each of the coated references and another for the matching uncoated reference.
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𝑇1 - Bumpiness vs. Contrast ×9

Rank the three bumpy and contrast variations of a reference. Evaluated for the nine
uncoated references.

𝑇2 - Bumpiness vs. Coating ×6

Rank the three bumpy variations of the coated and matching uncoated appearances.
Evaluated for the three coated references and their three sources.

𝑇3 - Contrast vs. Pattern ×9

Rank the three contrast variations from the two printed patterns other than the reference’s pattern. Evaluated for the nine uncoated references.

𝑇4 - Contrast vs. Coating ×6

Rank the three contrast variations of the coated and matching uncoated appearances.
Evaluated for the three coated references and their three sources.

Figure 6.5: The four task blocks of the 30 total ranking tasks. An example reference and six
variations to order are shown for each. Supplemental data provides the complete specification.
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𝑇3 has subjects arrange the three contrast variations of the two same-color reference
materials that are not the target pattern. For target 10 , the contrast variations would be
provided by 0 and 45 . 𝑇3 creates nine tasks, one for each of the uncoated references.
The last block, 𝑇4 , compares contrast variation between the original and coated references. It is equivalent to 𝑇2 except that contrast is manipulated instead of bumpiness.
Thus, 𝑇2 also contains six tasks using the same six reference materials.
As previously shown at the end of Section 6.1, a ranking task with six items produces
6
( ) = 15 paired comparisons. Requiring subjects to rank the effects of two appearance
2
dimensions produces paired comparisons that provide more useful information when reconstructing an embedding. Since the rankings do not provide explicit distances, a perceptual ranking along a single appearance dimension would likely match a physicallyderived ranking. Conversely, combining appearance dimensions allows us to evaluate
the relative perceptual powers of bumpiness, contrast, glossiness, color, and pattern.

6.2.3 Experimental Interface
The ranking task interface is shown in Figure 6.6, which features a cyan reference material with variations chosen from block 𝑇2 (bumpiness vs. coating). When first presented
to a subject the stimuli are randomly arranged within the six locations surrounding the
reference. The reference is placed central to the arc to minimize distance differences between each rank position and the reference. Subjects use the mouse to click and drag the
six appearance images to their correct locations, automatically shifting the other appearances to insert an image into the intended location. Once a subject is satisfied with their
arrangement they click the ‘Next’ button and are presented with another task. Volunteers
were only asked to complete five of the 30 tasks, selected at random for each subject. The
implementation of the interface is described in depth in [Moroney et al. 2018].
Training for the experiment was conducted in two stages. First, subjects watched
a brief animation explaining the user interface and goals of the task. Second, subjects
actively performed two training tasks using stimuli other than the 3D printed appearances
previously shown. Screenshots of the training tasks are included in the supplemental
data. The first training task required ranking shape silhouettes based on their similarity
to a circle. This was chosen to force subjects to think specifically about similarity to the
reference, instead of similarity between neighboring silhouettes.
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Randomized initial conditions

Shape training

Color training

Figure 6.6: Ranking interface showing the random initial conditions for particular ranking task.
The bottom two screenshots illustrate the completed training tasks.

The second training task required sorting solid color patches. The six test colors fell on
the deutan confusion line of the reference color, with three being close to the reference and
three farther away. For subjects with normal color vision, the color sorting task should be
easy and well defined, whereas for subjects with deuteranopia their ordering will be more
random. This training task was used to help sanitize data collected via crowd-sourcing.
The experimental interface was developed as a browser-based application using static,
prepared images of the appearance stimuli. Being browser-based, the experiment could
be quickly disseminated to on-line volunteers, allowing the psychophysical responses to
be crowd-sourced from a larger population, and in a faster time frame, compared to an in109
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lab study. Recent successes in reproducing perceptual research in the cloud indicate that
crowd-sourcing is a capable platform for rapidly collecting human judgments [Bell, Bala,
et al. 2014; Crump et al. 2013; Woods et al. 2015]. In the large parameter space of spatiallyvarying appearance, crowd-sourcing will likely be critical to its complete analysis. The
results from our first on-line deployment of the described interface are presented in the
next section.

6.3 Results
In this section, we first present a summary of the data collected. Next, we describe a
simulated follow-up experiment that adds additional paired-comparisons. Following that,
we show the results of analyzing the collected and simulated paired comparisons with
generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling to extract a metric embedding of the
appearance images.

6.3.1 Subject Analysis
Volunteers were solicited on-line to participate in the browser-based experiment described in Section 6.2. 191 subjects participated over a period of two weeks, the majority
of whom completed the five randomly selected ranking tasks. Subjects that did not complete all five were still analyzed for the tasks they did complete. Subjects averaged about
a minute per ranking. Since it was a crowd-sourced study, no calibration or display quality guarantees were available. To help with this, three industrial colleagues and another
volunteer performed all 30 ranking tasks using an sRGB calibrated HP Z32X DreamColor
monitor with a 4k resolution. No qualitative differences were found and the remaining
analysis considers all provided task evaluations together.
Responses to the two training tasks were used to remove outliers and subjects that
seemed to fail at the purpose of the experiment. Errors along the deutan confusion line
from the color sorting task, or seriously mis-ranking shape silhouettes was grounds for
removal. Following these heuristics, 36 subjects’ data were discarded. The remaining 155
subjects’ submissions were analyzed with no further clean-up.
Figure 6.7 displays a summary of the collected data for each of the 30 tasks. The overall
height of each bar indicates the total number of subjects evaluating the specific task. Each
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Figure 6.7: Summary of collected rankings across all 30 tasks. The overall height of each bar
indicates the total number of subjects evaluating the task. Each bar is also broken into segments,
each representing a unique ordering submitted by a subject for that task. The size of each segment
is equal to the number of subjects that provided the unique ranking.

bar is broken into segments for each unique ranking that was submitted for that task; the
size of each segment indicates the number of times that ranking was seen. Each task was
evaluated by at least 21 participants, although some were seen by more due to the random
assignment of tasks to subjects. While some tasks have more unanimous agreement than
others, as indicated by their larger segments in Figure 6.7, the sheer number of unique
rankings suggests a lack of agreement.
However, it is important to quantify the degree of dissimilarity between unique rankings. A single swap of appearances is of much less significance than completely reversing
or scrambling the ranking. To do this, we first describe two simple approaches to define
a canonical ranking per task:
• Expected Position - The canonical ranking for a task is defined by sorting the appearance images by their average assigned rank placement. If an appearance had
8 subjects place it in rank 1 and 6 subjects put it in rank 2, its expected position
8×1+6×2
≈ 1.43. The expected positions of the remaining five appearances deteris
14
mines the complete ranking.
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Figure 6.8: Histograms of 𝜏 scores for each of the 30 ranking tasks. 𝜏 for each subjectsubmitted ranking is calculated and then accumulated into the appropriate color-coded bin. Increasing blue saturation encodes higher correlation between the canonical order and the subject’s
order; increasing red saturation represents disagreement.

• Majority Vote - The canonical ranking for a task is defined by selecting the appearance which had the most subjects place it in that rank position.
A simple measure of rank correlation is Kendall’s 𝜏 , which provides the ratio of concordant and discordant pairings between two rankings. Thus, it is possible to calculate
a 𝜏 correlation between the canonical ranking and either a specific subject’s ranking or
a model-predicted ranking. When one of the input rankings is a canonical ordering, a
subscript is used: 𝜏 when measuring against the expected position, and 𝜏 when measured against the majority vote ranking. Figure 6.8 provides a color-coded histogram of
𝜏 values for each of the 30 tasks. As is readily apparent, many of the unique orderings
are quite similar to the majority vote ranking. The 𝜏 behavior versus each subject is
similar but slightly less representative.
The presence of many unique, yet similar rankings is not unexpected when forcing subjects to rank appearances that vary across two diverging appearance dimensions. When two appearances are both approximately the same distance from the reference, their order with respect to one another is ill-defined and subjects may swap them.
Kendall’s 𝜏 penalizes these discordant swaps the same amount as truly erroneous swaps.
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Figure 6.9: Rank correlation behavior of the mean per-subject Kendall’s 𝜏 versus every possible
ordering of six stimuli. Each black line represents one of the 30 ranking tasks. Each position along
the -axis represents one of the 720 possible orderings of the 6 stimuli images. To cleanly display
the behavior of a rank measure, all permutations are sorted so that the function is monotonically
increasing. Since each of the 30 ranking tasks features different images, and thus different “correct”
orderings, the orderings are sorted independently for each task. The primary implication of this
is that a given position on the -axis does not refer to particular ordering, merely the myriad
orderings that were sorted into that specific position for each task. The red x marks indicate the
sorted placement of a subject’s provided ranking.

Figure 6.9 displays the complete behavior of mean per-subject 𝜏 , and Figure 6.10 shows
the canonical 𝜏 measure’s behavior. They provide an intuitive view into the spread and
precision of the rank correlation measures. Unfortunately, given the relatively discrete
nature of Kendall’s 𝜏 when a ranking is limited to 6 items, and the equal weighting for
items at the start and end of the ranking, the mean per-subject 𝜏 tends to be relatively flat.
This leads to poor discrimination across many possible predictions. While the measure’s
behavior is not nearly as shallow as the mean per-subject 𝜏 , the canonical 𝜏 suffers from
the relatively few values that it can evaluate to. It still treats mistakes at the end of the list
with equal priority to the start. Additionally, the canonical 𝜏 measure exhibits the exact
same behavior for each task, which hides differences in task difficulty across the 30 tasks.
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Figure 6.10: Rank correlation behavior of the canonical 𝜏 measure versus every possible ordering of six stimuli.
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Figure 6.11: Rank correlation behavior of the nDCG measure versus every possible ordering of
six stimuli.
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Given the limitations of Kendall’s 𝜏 , we also define a rank correlation measure based
on normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [Wang, Wang, et al. 2013]. Its complete behavior is shown in Figure 6.11. Each appearance’s relevance to a particular rank
position is determined by how well it matches its placement probability distribution for
that task. An appearance with universal agreement for a specific position will only have
high relevance there, and produce little to no gain when placed elsewhere. Conversely,
when an appearance has a 50-50 chance of being placed in two different positions,∗ placement in either of those positions still awards a high gain. nDCG also automatically discounts mismatches lower in the ranking. This well suits the need for precision at the
start of the ranking, where distance to the reference is small. In comparison to the two
Kendall’s 𝜏 measures, it exhibits good discrimination capabilities across all possible orderings, highlights the fact that many subjects found unique orderings that were still fairly
consistent with each other, and the measure’s behavior for each task is uniquely tied to
that tasks’ probability distribution.
Using the nDCG rank correlation measure, an optimal canonical ordering can be computed by maximizing nDCG over all possible rankings of six appearances. With only 720
possibilities it is convenient to brute force its calculation. The full ranking determined by
this optimization is provided in Appendix B.2.
The two simpler canonical orderings, expected position and majority voting, can be
compared against the optimal ordering by using the paired Student’s -test to determine
if their distribution of 30 rank correlations are significantly different, where correlation
can be measured by either nDCG or 𝜏 . There is no statistically significant difference
between the performance of the majority vote and optimal canonical rankings regardless
of the measure used ( = 0.142 for 𝜏 , = 0.168 for nDCG). Although each canonical
ordering’s mean correlation for all tasks is slightly higher than the other’s according to
the measure they were each optimized for. The expected position ranking is statistically
significantly worse than both majority voting ( < 10−3 for 𝜏 and nDCG) and optimal
( < 0.05 for 𝜏 , < 10−3 for nDCG).
In the later evaluations of our image-based appearance difference predictor and existing image difference predictors, their performance is partially evaluated by how well
∗

Due to being under visual threshold or from conflicting appearance dimensions.
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Figure 6.12: Paired-comparison violation rate for -STE embeddings at different dimensions. Violation rate is shown for embeddings computed from the all subject comparisons (with potential
internal conflicts), from the optimal canonical ordering, and when adding heuristic comparisons.
Note that the -axis uses a log scale to better show behavior when the violation rate is low.

their predicted rankings match the subject-provided rankings. For completeness, we report performance measured with both nDCG and 𝜏 .

6.3.2 Generalized Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling
As suggested in Section 6.1, paired comparison data corresponding to perceptual judgments can be used as input to generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling to create
a metric space that best satisfies the comparison constraints. In this section we present
the results of applying the -STE algorithm [Maaten et al. 2012] to the collected rankings.
Given the 30 tasks each providing 15 paired comparisons, and the random assignment
of subjects to each task, there are 13500 total comparisons directly collected from humans.
The error rate of -STE on this dataset is shown in Figure 6.12 as the dotted line, where
error is measured as the percentage of paired comparisons that were violated. The error
precipitously drops when embedding into two or more dimensions, plateauing after the
fifth dimension. However, rankings predicted by Euclidean distance measured from this
embedded space are not statistically different from the expected position ranking ( =
0.211 for 𝜏 , = 0.164 for nDCG).
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If instead, a metric embedding is calculated using the 450 cleaned paired comparisons defined by the optimal canonical ranking, its error rate is even lower (dashed line
in Figure 6.12). For this data, -STE is able to compute a 2D metric embedding of the 84
appearances that is not statistically different from the optimal or majority vote rankings
( = 0.142 for 𝜏 , = 0.168 for nDCG). At the second dimension, only 2.9% of the 450
paired comparisons are violated. This embedding is shown in Appendix B.3; Figure 6.13
shows the embedding derived from the modified dataset described in the next section.

6.3.3 Simulated Experiment
Paired comparison data, when combined with multidimensional scaling, is one of the most
general ways of encoding and collecting perceptual judgments. Additional perceptual
studies can be integrated into existing datasets by simply re-computing the embedding
on the unified dataset. New appearances can be incorporated by including paired comparisons measured against several of the prior appearances, or by defining constraints
with reasonable heuristics as we demonstrate below.
In the experiment described in Section 6.2, subjects provided comparisons for
spatially-varying appearances within three color groups. All of these comparisons
were contained within each group; there were no measurements that went between
appearances across color groups. Thus, -STE embeddings can arrange the three groups
arbitrarily with respect to each other without violating any of the inputs. However,
given prior knowledge of the dominance of large chromatic differences in perceptual
tasks [Monnier 2006], it is reasonable to simulate a follow-up paired comparison study
that provides data respecting color differences.
A modified dataset was derived from the optimal ranking’s 450 comparisons by
stochastically adding paired comparisons defined by the following four heuristic rules:
1. Paired comparisons involving three distinct reference appearances match the relation defined by Δ ’00 evaluated on their median color.

2. Paired comparisons involving three equivalent appearance variations from each
color group respect the Δ ’00 relation defined by their median color.

3. An appearance variation is closer to its originating reference than a reference in
another color group.
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4. An appearance variation is closer to its reference than variations belonging to the
other two color groups.
Given the relatively large color differences existing between the three color groups,
and the color consistency within each group, these four rules are reasonable and likely to
match the results of an actual study. The error rate of -STE over different dimensions is
shown as the solid line in Figure 6.12. The combination of color dimensions and the original spatially-varying appearance dimensions increases the error rate when embedding
to two dimensions, although it is still reasonably low. As more and more spatial patterns,
colors, and reflectance variations are evaluated, the higher the required dimensionality
will become. The next section presents the visual results of the 2D embedding for this
modified dataset of paired comparisons.

6.3.4 Visualization of Appearance Embedding
Figure 6.13 shows the entirety of the 2D embedding derived from the modified dataset described above. It was computed using the 450 paired comparisons defined by the optimal
canonical ordering and 2582 heuristic paired comparisons. The symbolic representation
of the 84 appearance images is shown to make clear the clustering and gradients along
the manipulated appearance dimensions. The clustering into three distinct color groups
is due to the heuristic rules, which is the only notable effect of applying those rules. The
structure within each color group is controlled by the original paired comparisons, although each group’s net orientation is constrained by the heuristic rules.
Each color group exhibits a distinct cluster of the coated material variants. There are
also clear trends of spatial homogeneity, with increasing bumpiness or diffuse contrast
moving away from the smoother reference appearances. Separation between the bumpiness and contrast classes is less defined, and is potentially competing with the three pattern classes (0, 10, and 45). This could be addressed by moving to a higher dimension
or conducting additional studies to provide more structural information to the -STE algorithm. To better highlight these arrangements, the left side of Figure 6.14 (purple),
Figure 6.15 (cyan), and Figure 6.16 (green) presents close-ups of each cluster, visualized
with the actual appearance stimuli.
The right side of Figure 6.14 (purple), Figure 6.15 (cyan), and Figure 6.16 (green)
overlays the symbolic representation of the original appearances on top of densely in118
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Figure 6.13: Results of -STE restricted to two dimensions for the paired comparisons defined
by the optimal nDCG ranking and heuristic Δ rules between color groups. Close-ups with interpolated appearances are shown in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, and Figure 6.16. To highlight the
experimental appearance dimension changes, the appearances are encoded as symbols. Each symbols’ color matches the mean color of its image. Circles with red x’s are references; squares are
bumpiness variants; diamonds are contrast variants. Size of the squares and diamonds correlate to
an increasing scale factor. Coated materials have a white circle in the center. The symbol border
specifies the pattern: light gray for 0°, gray for 10°, and dark gray for 45°.

terpolated appearance images. This interpolation across the embedding to produce new,
smoothly transitioning appearances is inspired by the interpolation employed in [Wills et
al. 2009]. The interpolated images are calculated by using barycentric interpolation across
the Delaunay triangulation of the 2D coordinates for each group’s member appearances.
This approach could be used to interpolate across the entire embedding, but given the
lack of samples in the spaces between the three primary colors, such interpolation would
be inaccurate.
These interpolated appearance images display plausible transitions along the three
high-level appearance dimensions that were manipulated in the original experiment. The
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Figure 6.14: Close-ups of the purple color group from Figure 6.13. The left column shows only
the appearance images of the original 24 purple appearances. The right column shows a densely
sampled interpolation of the convex hull formed by the 24 appearances’ coordinates. The 24 appearances defining the interpolation are overlaid on the interpolation using their symbolic representation. This is a high-resolution figure.
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Figure 6.15: Close-ups of the cyan color group from Figure 6.13, visualized in the same manner
as Figure 6.14. This is a high-resolution figure.
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Figure 6.16: Close-ups of the green color group from Figure 6.13, visualized in the same manner
as Figure 6.14. This is a high-resolution figure.

higher saturation and glossy coated materials smoothly blend into either the smooth diffuse or spatially-noisy diffuse materials depending on their own uniformity. Patterns
formed by albedo contrast or surface bumpiness similarly transform into the smoother
appearance variants.
Having only sparsely evaluated all combinations of 84 appearance images, we do not
assert that the embedding shown in Figure 6.13 is representative of all spatially-varying
appearances. However, the quality and consistency of the derived embedding suggests
the -STE algorithm is capable of deriving such an embedding as more appearances and
relations are incorporated into its inputs. The high dimensionality of spatially-varying
appearances precludes completely evaluating such a space in a single work, but we believe
paired-comparison and ranking studies with -STE can be used to iteratively develop a
complete embedding.
While incomplete, the presented metric embedding provides a useful reference for
industrial scientists working on qualitatively similar printed materials. The output of a
printer can be scanned and rendered and then matched against the appearances shown
in the embedding. To automate the process, the following section compares a new image
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predictor against existing image difference metrics by how well they predict appearance
differences derived from the presented embedding.

6.4 Modeling Complex Appearance Differences
Past work on appearance perception metrics has often focused on deriving an analytic
equation [Ferwerda et al. 2001; Gkioulekas et al. 2013] or identifying correlations to
industrial measurements [Wills et al. 2009]. Unfortunately, the complexity and highdimensionality of spatially-varying appearances makes such an approach challenging.
This is particularly true when the appearances incorporate changes between surface
bumpiness, color, gloss, and spatial pattern, where previous work isolated a single
spatially-homogeneous dimension.
We developed a deep convolutional neural network that is capable of accurately predicting spatially-varying appearance differences. An image-based perceptual metric can
operate on appearances where the SVBRDF or physical representation is unknown or
unavailable. This power and flexibility could eventually allow the metric to be used on
photographs of materials without the current scan and simulate steps.
We briefly describe past image difference metrics that were evaluated, before describing our novel appearance difference predictor. Last, we present the comparative evaluation between all metrics.

6.4.1 Existing Image Difference Predictors
We evaluated the same five existing image difference metrics from Section 5.4.1, but they
are summarized again. These models have a varying degree of complexity in how they
handle color differences and how they operate spatially over image regions:
• Δ𝑅
- The mean per-pixel
[Gkioulekas et al. 2013].

2

norm of the cubed roots of the RGB values

• Δ ’00 - A modification of Δ𝑅
that replaces the color difference metric with the
more perceptually uniform Δ ’00 [Sharma et al. 2004].

• S-CIELAB - A spatially-aware filter for Δ [Zhang and Wandell 1997].
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• perceptualdiff - A metric that models the human visual system [Yee et al. 2001].
• HDR-VDP 2.2.1 - A newer visual difference predictor in the same vein as perceptualdiff. [Mantiuk, Kim, et al. 2011].
Both perceptualdiff and HDR-VDP were designed to provide a visual difference map
between two images. While such a map can be very useful for applications like image
compression, it must be transformed into a single distance value to act as an overall appearance metric. For our purposes, we did this by summing the identified differences.

6.4.2 dCNN Appearance Difference Metric
Deep convolutional neural networks (dCNNs) can be very powerful tools to model and
predict human responses to images. Frequently they are used as classifiers that operate
on a single image. Even when the end purpose of a dCNN is to act as an object classifier,
the intermediate levels of the neural network provide highly optimized, general purpose
features that have been learned from millions of image examples. These learned image
descriptors outperform hand-designed image descriptors [Razavian et al. 2014].
Transfer learning with dCNNs is a powerful way to adapt an existing network to a new
domain, when the new domain has insufficient data to properly learn its own dCNN. The
initial layers of an existing dCNN are extracted and then connected to a smaller neural
network. The parameters of the transfered layers are held fixed or are adjusted at a much
slower rate compared to the end layers specialized to the new domain. Having already
optimized the general image descriptor features with the original dCNN, training the new
network is much faster [Yosinski et al. 2014].
Our neural network model builds off of AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012] and uses
transfer learning to specialize the network to the measured appearance distances. Having
only 84 original appearances, transfer learning was an attractive option for applying deep
convolutional neural networks to the appearance difference problem. We describe several
methods for amplifying the number of training examples later. The architecture of our
dCNN appearance difference metric is shown on the right side of Figure 6.1 (first page).
AlexNet is an object classifying dCNN that operates on a single 227 × 227 RGB image.
Since making appearance image comparisons necessarily requires two images as input, we
form a Siamese network structure [Zagoruyko et al. 2015] with a duplication of the early
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layers of AlexNet. One set of layers evaluates the first appearance image and the other set
of transferred layers evaluates the second (after resizing the images to be compatible with
AlexNet’s dimensions). An explicit difference operator is applied to both sets of extracted
rich image features to reduce the number of required network parameters.
While other layer choices were evaluated, the rectified linear units (ReLU) after the
’fc6’ layer of AlexNet proved most suitable. The ’fc6’ layer is one of the last general purpose layers within the network structure before it specializes to its original classification
task. The output size of the ’fc6’ layer is a flat vector of 4096 elements. The 4096-element
feature difference vector resulting from the explicit difference operator is separated into
16 groups of 256 features. Using a sparse network structure, each group is fully connected
to a unique single-node layer. The 16 outputs of these sparse layers use a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function and are fully connected to the intermediate layer. This
intermediate layer has 16 hidden nodes using linear transfer functions and are connected
to the final distance output, which is passed through a ReLU function to ensure the positivity requirement of a distance metric.
Training
As stated previously, the transfer learning strategy was employed to specialize the already trained AlexNet architecture to the appearance distance problem. Due to the size
of our datasets, we kept the learned parameters of the transferred layers fixed and only
trained the parameters for 16 256-input sparse layers, the intermediate hidden layer, and
the output layer. To train the network, the modified paired comparison dataset from Section 6.3.3 was embedded into a five dimensional space. This 5D coordinate system was
used to calculate target Euclidean distances between appearance pairs, which provides
3486 examples using only the original 84 appearances.
The decision for the neural network to compute distance between two appearance
images instead of a coordinate in space of a single appearance image was intentional.
First, an embedding of appearance images provides ( 2 ) potential training samples
with the distance approach. Second, predicting distance makes the network architecture
less sensitive to changes in the underlying embedding’s dimensionality.
To further increase the available example set, the interpolated appearances of each
color group (Figure 6.14 (purple), Figure 6.15 (cyan), and Figure 6.16 (green)) were also
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included, using appropriately estimated 5D coordinates for each sample location. Within
each interpolated color group, 2000 random appearance pairs were selected. In conjunction with the ( 2 ) nature of coordinate pairing, appearance interpolation over an embedded space can provide substantial training samples. With further data collection and
appearance examples, there will quickly be enough data to fully train a deep neural network directly. This opens up the potential for even more advanced or specialized architectures targeting the appearance metric domain.
The original 3486 pairings and each of the three 2000 interpolated pairings were separated into their training, validation, and test sets. The validation and test sets randomly
selected 15% from the four pairing sources. Both validation and test sets were withheld
from training. The validation set was used to perform early stopping to prevent overfitting. The test set provides an estimate at how well the network generalizes to new
inputs. To train the expected symmetric behavior of a distance metric into the neural network, all samples were mirrored. For a pair of appearance images, 𝑖 and 𝑗 , and measured distance , both ( 𝑖 , 𝑗 ) → and ( 𝑗 , 𝑖 ) → were used. Training of the weights
and biases of the sparse, intermediate, and output layers was performed by Bayesian regularization [Hagan et al. 2014]. The final trained network is referred to as Our Model in
the following model comparison section.
The RMSE of complete training set was 0.0322 (𝑅 2 = 0.9922) and the complete test set
had an RMSE of 0.0334 (𝑅 2 = 0.9923). The learned model performs well on the withheld
test sets, regardless of how their color or source (original or interpolated appearance).
Table 6.1 provides a full break down of train and test error measures across the appearance subsets. Note that the training and test error rates were only evaluated on pairs
of original appearances, and on the random subset of 2000 pairs from each of the interpolated color groups. The overall error rate with respect to the embedding’s coordinate
system, for all paired comparisons, has an RMSE of 0.1023 (𝑅 2 = 0.9556), which is still
accurate. The training and test results are also visualized in Figure 6.17, which illustrates
the consistently accurate behavior on both training and test appearance pairs.
It should be noted that the results of this training are specific to the appearance examples it was provided. Novel appearances that exhibit similar levels of spatial variation and
coloring are likely valid; expansion to a broader range of spatially-varying appearances
is left for the future. Completely novel spatially-varying appearances are evaluated in
Section 6.4.4.
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Table 6.1: The table below provides a complete breakdown of error rates of the trained dCNN
model. The top table reports RMSE while the bottom reports 𝑅 2 . Performance is shown for each
set as well as their net union. “Original” refers to comparisons between the original 84 appearances. “Interp. 𝑋 ” refers to comparisons between the interpolated appearances in the 𝑋 color
group shown in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, or Figure 6.16. The “Net” row is the combination of the
comparisons in the three earlier rows, and the “Net” column is the combination of the training,
validation, and test sets.

RMSE
Train

Validation

Original
Interp.
Interp.
Interp.
Net

0.0311
0.0349
0.0344
0.0338
0.0332

0.0327
0.0395
0.0344
0.0336
0.0348

𝑅2

Train

Validation

Original
Interp.
Interp.
Interp.
Net

0.9949
0.9385
0.9175
0.9225
0.9922

0.9943
0.9295
0.9173
0.9270
0.9915

Test

Net

0.0304 0.0313
0.0394 0.0368
0.0312 0.0337
0.0340 0.0338
0.0334 0.0336
Test

Net

0.9952 0.9948
0.9290 0.9344
0.9370 0.9215
0.9142 0.9219
0.9923 0.9921

6.4.3 Evaluation
Comparison between the existing image difference predictor and our dCNN model is done
consistently with the comparison between canonical ranking methods in Section 6.3.1.
For each model and each ranking task, is evaluated between the reference appearance
and the six candidate appearances (180 total distance measurements). The six candidates
are sorted by ascending distance to determine the model’s predicted ranking for a task.
The prediction’s correctness is calculated by its 𝜏 score and its nDCG rank correlations.
A model’s overall correctness is represented by its distribution of rank measures for the
30 ranking tasks. The left and center correlation groups in Figure 6.18 show mean rank
correlation for each model, by 𝜏 and nDCG respectively. Error bars on these two plots
represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 6.17: A regression between target distances and predicted distances by our dCNN model.
Circles with white dots indicate test cases withheld from training and validation. Black circles
represent pair-wise comparisons between the task stimuli. Purple, cyan, and green circles represent pair-wise comparisons within each group of interpolated appearance images. Dotted lines
and solid lines show linear regressions against test cases the every case matching the line’s color.
The solid red line shows the linear regression against the complete data set.

As a third way to evaluate model performance, the correlation between predicted
appearance distances and the corresponding -STE embedding-derived distances is shown
in the right-most group of Figure 6.18. The reported correlations were only calculated
from the 180 distance measurements required to compute a ranking prediction for every
task. Since it is a specific subset of all possible appearance pairs, the correlation reported
for our model in this figure is different from the training and test set correlations reported
in Section 6.4.2. Unlike the first two evaluation methods, which produced a distribution
of correlations per model, the distance correlation directly summarizes a model’s entire
behavior. As such there are no error bars in that plot.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of our model and existing image difference predictors using several metrics. The first and second groups show mean rank similarity measured by 𝜏 and by nDCG. Error
bars represent standard error within the task distribution. The third plot shows the correlation
between predicted appearance difference and the distances calculated from the t-STE embedding.

It is readily apparent that our model out-performs the existing image-based methods,
regardless of the evaluation method. A balanced ANOVA finds statistically significant
differences exist between all tested models ( < 10−11 for 𝜏 , < 10−18 for nDCG). The
improved mean rank correlation of our model is statistically significant with respect to
each model, as determined by paired Student -tests ( < 0.01 for both 𝜏 and nDCG, vs.
each of the models). Although our model improves upon existing methods, it is not optimal. The majority vote canonical order has statistically-significant higher performance
( < 0.01 for 𝜏 , < 10−9 for nDCG); similarly the optimal canonical order’s differences
are significant ( < 0.02 for 𝜏 , < 10−10 for nDCG). Even so, the strong performance of
our dCNN model demonstrates the potential for accurately predicting human perceptual
judgments using neural networks.
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Figure 6.19: Predicted rankings as determined by our model for completely novel spatiallyvarying appearances. The six references in the left column were physically printed like the original
stimuli, but were oriented differently within the printer, resulting in unique patterning. Misplaced
appearances, as determined by the author, are underlined.
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Figure 6.20: Predicted rankings for the coated versions of the unique appearances shown in
Figure 6.19. Misplaced appearances, as determined by the author, are underlined. In each case, a
single swap or move would resolve the mistake.
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6.4.4 Validation
While the previous section demonstrated our model’s effectiveness at predicting differences within the strict appearance set we evaluated, it is important to understand how it
behaves on novel spatially-varying appearances. To that end, twelve additional reference
materials were physically printed and scanned, using the same process as the references
shown in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4. The physical tiles were printed at 60°
and 90° with respect to the printer’s -axis to produce unique spatial patterns. The six
angle and color combinations were then coated and re-scanned to complete the twelve
validation appearances. The uncoated appearances are shown in the right column of Figure 6.19. The coated appearances are shown in the right column of Figure 6.20. Four
virtually modified candidates for comparison were created by modifying each reference
as before. None of these patterns or appearances were used in training or testing.
Figure 6.19 displays the 6 predicted rankings for the base, uncoated materials. The
predicted rankings were evaluated by the author and inappropriately ordered appearances are marked with an underline. Four of the six predictions contain no such errors,
while two each contain mistakes that could be resolved with a single swap. The predicted
rankings for the coated validation appearances are shown in Figure 6.20 Correctness of
the predictions suffered for the coated validation test, with four of the six rankings containing errors. However, each ranking could still be fixed with a single swap or move.
Given the relative dominance of uncoated appearances that were used to train the model,
it is not surprising that the model was less successful.
This demonstrates both the power and the limitations of a neural network-based appearance metric. When appearances are similar enough to the training gamut, it can
capably generalize but for spatial patterns and appearance effects that it was not taught
can lead to unpredictable behavior. However, given the challenges of fully representing spatially-varying appearance, this is not a significant detraction from using neural
networks to learn an appearance metric. Specialized appearance datasets that span a particular industrial or design application can be developed and evaluated using the experimental procedures shown in Section 6.2. Until enough human judgments have been collected over a larger, general spatially-varying appearance dataset, such specialized neural
network metrics can still provide utility.
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6.5 Discussion
This work demonstrates a novel approach to characterizing spatially-varying appearance.
There are four components that, when coupled together, provide a powerful approach to
measuring and predicting appearance differences. First, a cloud-based appearance ranking study can be used to efficiently collect paired comparisons between many stimuli.
Second, the human judgments can be transformed into a metric embedding using a generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling algorithm such as -STE. We show that collected comparisons produce meaningful and intuitive arrangements in the calculated embedding. Third, following [Wills et al. 2009], interpolation can be used to produce a dense
sampling of appearance images that respect the structure of a derived coordinate system.
Fourth and last, the interpolated appearances and metric embedding can be used to train a
deep convolutional neural network that accurately predicts distances. The learned model
significantly outperformed simple color difference models and prior image difference predictors.
Like Chapter 5, this study focused on a small subset of all possible appearances. Although the appearance subset was the same as before, the comparisons between appearances were more involved. This was done so that the problem was approachable and to
show that specialized metrics can still have value to real-world issues, such as measuring
3D printing quality. Additional experiments to collect more appearance comparisons can
be used to further train our neural network model and allow it to better generalize across
appearance classes.
This chapter is intended as an overture into building a spatially-varying appearance
metric. Each of the four processes are designed to easily be applied to new stimuli and
to integrate new data sources as they are measured. Both the multidimensional scaling
and dCNN model scale gracefully to higher dimensional spaces as the range of evaluated
appearances increases. As a proof-of-concept the presented research was effective, but
it opens up many new avenues of research. Improvements to the neural network architecture, intended for perceived distance problems instead of object classification, is one
such example. Optimal selection of stimuli when sampling a spatially-varying appearance
gamut is another. Computer graphics simulations can also be used to produce visually
similar images from jittered object or camera transformations, or by making slight adjustments to lighting. These permutations would likely be evaluated similarly to the originals,
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so they could be used to increase training examples for the neural network without increasing experiment overhead. The combination of crowd-based psychophysical studies
and deep neural networks is a powerful and important approach to modeling appearance
perception that deserves further study.
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Chapter 7

C

Appearance perception is a complex process performed quickly and efficiently by the human visual system. Within the fields of industrial design, manufacturing, and printing,
experts are employed to make appearance judgments. Their expertise is used because for
many materials there are no suitable measurement devices or predictive perceptual metrics. In limited circumstances, such as for flat diffuse color, a material can be measured
with a spectrometer. The measurements are then processed by color difference models,
such as Δ ’00 [Sharma et al. 2004], to produce appearance predictions that are quantitative and are not biased by a particular expert observer. This measure-and-predict workflow exists in some form for shiny materials (using glossmeters at standardized angles)
or automotive paints (measuring flop). Although the work reviewed in Section 2.2 provides a solution for the measurement step, a complete measure-and-predict solution for
spatially-varying appearances does not yet exist. The work presented in this dissertation
addresses the predict step by first exploring perception of spatially-varying appearances
and then developing an extensible framework for creating a general appearance metric.

7.1 Contributions
Four psychometric studies were conducted, each exploring a different task paradigm. The
complexity of the evaluated spatially-varying appearances increased with each study, taking advantage of the experience gained from the earlier experiments. These studies and
their individual contributions are summarized below.
Chapter 3 presented a method-of-adjustment task in order to evaluate how mesoscale
surface structure impacted our perception of brightness. As our first effort to study
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spatially-varying appearance perception, the stimuli were limited to only height changes
and only the single brightness attribute was evaluated. The direct nature of the adjustment task was chosen to minimize the number of trials each subject must perform, since
it avoids the need to compare pairs of appearances. Even with these simplifying assumptions the time per task was relatively high. In the end, our analysis showed that
an image-space model of brightness–the mean luminance–provided an accurate approximation to behavior. Additionally, we demonstrated one possible way to integrate multiple
appearance judgments into a material judgment by aggregating across the various extrinsic parameters that were evaluated. A primary limitation of that work was the sparsity
of subject evaluations and the relative simplicity of the simulated appearances.
Chapter 4 presented a subsequent study based on the visual search paradigm and
was performed in collaboration with HP Inc. Labs to study appearance uniformity. A
major contribution of this study was the production of real materials, via 3D printing,
with reasonably controlled physical variations. Additional plausible materials were digitally created by modifying the SVBRDF scans of the measured materials, allowing for
further experimental variation. Unlike the previous spatially-varying appearances, the
3D printed appearances featured spatial changes in height, diffuse and specular albedo,
and shininess. Because the appearances described plausible 3D printed outputs, all studies conducted with these stimuli can be used to further improve a 3D printer’s output
quality. The controlled modifications to the constructed appearances produced noticeable and reasonable changes to their measured appearance uniformity. The visual search
paradigm proved an effective and accurate means of collecting appearance differences,
with the primary drawback being that it required a large high-resolution (4K) display to
prevent the loss of detail in the many simultaneously presented images. It is unlikely that
such a study design would work efficiently when appearances are very similar to one
another because response time would increase with similarity. Even with these caveats,
this experiment showed the effectiveness of the visual search task for directly measuring
dissimilarities between complex appearances. While the specific comparisons measured
in this study were constrained to uniform and non-uniform pairs, visual search could be
used to evaluate far more general appearances in the future. The collected measurements
and the realistic, 3D printed material database are a significant contribution that enabled
the later experiments and neural network models.
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Chapter 5 advanced the appearance uniformity work from the previous chapter. In
it we conducted a more advanced perception study to measure just noticeable difference
thresholds at sampled points on paths between appearance pairs. The thresholds are measured using multiple forced-choice trials controlled by an adaptive Bayesian process. We
demonstrate how to reconstruct the perceptual rate-of-change along appearance paths
and convert that into a perceptual linear distance value. The threshold-finding task allowed us to quantitatively evaluate differences between very similar appearances, providing an alternative option to the previous visual search task. While the reconstructed paths
can be used to evaluate distances between any combination of appearances along the path,
measuring the rate-of-change for a specific path is quite time-consuming. This makes
it a difficult approach to scale to a larger appearance dataset. Using the collected data
from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we presented a neural network model that was capable of
predicting appearance uniformity judgments accurately, using only the final appearance
image. Such an image-based approach was inspired by the outcome of the image-space
luminance model from Chapter 3.
Chapter 6 goes beyond the uniformity-focused evaluations of the prior two chapters to
consider how appearances can be ranked over competing appearance dimensions: bumpiness, contrast, pattern, and coating. A crowd-sourced ranking task was implemented and
presented to a large number of online subjects, reaching a far larger sample than the three
earlier in-lab studies. Even with the uncertainty of each subjects’ viewing environment,
subjects displayed a fair amount of consistency with their appearance ranking preferences. We demonstrated how to consolidate the subject comparisons and convert them
into a metric embedding similar to the perceptual gloss work of [Wills et al. 2009]. However, in comparison to their forced-choice approach to collecting paired comparisons, our
ranking task produced far more paired comparisons. Of all of the human subject studies
performed, the collected comparisons from this work best represent what is necessary
to construct a true spatially-varying appearance space. Interpolated appearance images
derived from the -STE metric embedding were used to train a Siamese-structured deep
convolutional neural network. The network was able to accurately predict and match the
perceptual distances inferred from the metric appearance space, and outperformed existing image difference metrics at reconstructing the appearance rankings collected in the
study. When evaluating a novel set of 3D printed appearances featuring unique spatial
patterning, the dCNN model produced reasonable ranking predictions.
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In the past, color and appearance research has been able to develop analytic formulations for isolated dimensions, such as color [Sharma et al. 2004] or gloss [Ferwerda
et al. 2001]. Mathematical modeling is far more difficult when the appearances include
spatial variations on one or more dimensions. In this dissertation we have developed a
computational solution to this problem. Machine learning is an effective alternative for
developing a perceptual appearance metric, which we first demonstrated with the conventional neural network in Chapter 5 that computed perceived uniformity. The dCNN
model developed in Chapter 6 further illustrates that these methods have sufficient representational power to predict appearance differences relying solely on images.

7.2 Future Work
The trained dCNN model described in Chapter 6 represents a learned approximation of a
perceptual metric, although its domain of input appearances is limited to the 3D printed
materials that were evaluated throughout this dissertation. However, the techniques described can be easily adapted to novel materials to grow the appearance gamut of the
dCNN model. Instead of iteratively expanding the capabilities of a single model, specialized appearance metrics can be created by training a neural network against an industry
or application-specific set of appearances. Indeed, our trained model represents one such
specialized metric for 3D printed appearances.
In addition to considering new materials and spatially-varying patterns, the various
psychometric tasks can be performed using novel extrinsic parameters. The neural network model for uniformity was capable of evaluating both general diffuse environments
and spotlights. Since dCNN’s have far more parameters, it is expected that such a deep
network could scale to numerous lighting environments although our particular study
was limited to a single lighting condition. The use of neural networks opens up an additional direction of research: how to best train and improve a neural network for appearance comparison. When extrinsic conditions change only slightly, human perceptual
judgments are unlikely to change, which can be used to create additional training images
that feature slight rotations or translations in the viewer, geometry, or lighting. Only two
architectures were presented and it is quite possible that other arrangements will produce
more accurate distance measurements or better fit new material sets.
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While the problem of spatially-varying appearance perception cannot be considered
solved, the studies and neural network models described in this dissertation significantly
advance this research domain and provide useful guidance for future work into appearance perception. Novel materials can be scanned and then rendered to produce experimental stimuli. These realistic images of surface reflectance phenomena can be can be
efficiently evaluated online, and the results can be used to train a specialized neural network or can be integrated with previous models. The architecture and power of deep
neural networks and the efficiency of crowd-based studies lend themselves particularly
well to the study of spatially-varying appearance. Over the course of this dissertation, we
have shown how these four nascent technologies–rendering, material acquisition, deep
neural networks, and crowd-sourced perception research–can be leveraged to provide a
computational solution to predicting complex appearance matches. Even with this potential path forward, much hard work remains to create a practical and general solution
to spatially-varying appearance perception.
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A.1. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - D65

A.1 All 3D Printed Appearance Images - D65
All 288 appearance images, featuring the three print angles (0, 10, and 45), the three colors
(purple, cyan, and green), the two surface variations (printed and coated), the eight virtual
SVBRDF manipulations. The appearances are photorealistic simulations using the D65
light booth environment map shown in Figure 2.1. The SVBRDF manipulation rules for
each variation are described in Figure 4.4.
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A.1. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - D65
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A.1. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - D65
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A.1. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - D65
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A.2. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - Spotlight

A.2 All 3D Printed Appearance Images - Spotlight
All 288 appearance images, featuring the three print angles (0, 10, and 45), the three colors
(purple, cyan, and green), the two surface variations (printed and coated), the eight virtual
SVBRDF manipulations. The appearances are photorealistic simulations using a spotlight.
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A.2. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - Spotlight
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A.2. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - Spotlight
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A.2. All 3D Printed Appearance Images - Spotlight
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B.1. All Sorting Stimuli

B.1 All Sorting Stimuli
B.1.1 Bumpiness vs. Contrast
The three images in a row under the bumpiness column are modifications of the reference with increasing bumpiness to the right. Surface height deviations were scaled by be
0.1, 2.0, and 4.0. The three images under the contrast columns are modifications of the
reference with increasing albedo contrast to the right. Albedo Weber contrast was scaled
by 0.1, 2.0, and 3.0.
Name

Reference

Bumpiness

Contrast

0
10
45

0
10
45

0
10
45
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B.1. All Sorting Stimuli

B.1.2 Bumpiness vs. Coating
The three images under the original column are formed equivalently to the bumpiness
column above. The three images under the coated column were formed by scaling height
deviations by 0.1, 2.0, and 4.0 for the coated version of the base material. The coated
version was also used as a task reference and is shown in the row below the base material.
Name

Reference

Original

Coated

45

(

45 )

0

(

0)

10

(

10 )
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B.1. All Sorting Stimuli

B.1.3 Contrast vs. Pattern
Three pattern sources were used throughout this experiment. The “First Pattern” column
specifies the smaller of the remaining variants, and “Second Pattern” displays the last
variant. Thus, if the 0 variant was used as the reference, subjects would be sorting contrast
scales of the 10 (left) and 45 (right) variants. For each of the reference images, Weber
contrast scaling by 0.1, 2.0, and 3.0 was applied to the remaining materials to form two
blocks of three.
Name

Reference

First Pattern

Second Pattern

0
10
45

0
10
45

0
10
45
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B.1. All Sorting Stimuli

B.1.4 Contrast vs. Coating
The three images under the original column are formed equivalently to the contrast column in the first stimuli block. The three images under the coated column were formed
by scaling Weber contrast by 0.1, 2.0, and 3.0 for the coated version of the base material.
The coated version was also used as a task reference and is shown in the row below the
base material.
Name

Reference

Original

Coated

45

(

45 )

0

(

0)

10

(

10 )
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B.2. Optimal Sorting

B.2 Optimal Sorting
These figures show the optimal ranking arrangement for each task, as determined by the
nDCG metric described in Section 6.3.1.

B.2.1 Bumpiness vs. Contrast
Name

Reference

Ranking (most to least similar)

0
10
45

0
10
45

0
10
45
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B.2. Optimal Sorting

B.2.2 Bumpiness vs. Coating
Name

Reference

Ranking (most to least similar)
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(

45 )

0

(

0)

10

(

10 )
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B.2. Optimal Sorting

B.2.3 Contrast vs. Pattern
Name

Reference

Ranking (most to least similar)

0
10
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0
10
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0
10
45
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B.2. Optimal Sorting

B.2.4 Contrast vs. Coating
Name

Reference

Ranking (most to least similar)

45

(

45 )

0

(

0)

10

(

10 )
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B.3. t-STE from Optimal nDCG Ordering

B.3 t-STE from Optimal nDCG Ordering
-STE applied to paired-comparison constraints defined by the ordering shown in Appendix B.2, without any additional simulated experiments. Since there were no constraints between color groups, they are separated manually for viewing. Shows both
original appearance images in their computed 2D locations, and interpolated appearance
planes overlaid with a stylized encoding of the original appearances.
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